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A. PROCEDURAL ITEMS

1.  ALTERNATE MEMBERS  (Standing Order 34)

The City Solicitor will report the names of alternate Members who are 
attending the meeting in place of appointed Members.  

2.  DISCLOSURES OF INTEREST

(Members Code of Conduct - Part 4A of the Constitution)

To receive disclosures of interests from members and co-opted 
members on matters to be considered at the meeting. The disclosure 
must include the nature of the interest.

An interest must also be disclosed in the meeting when it becomes 
apparent to the member during the meeting.

Notes:

(1) Members may remain in the meeting and take part fully in 
discussion and voting unless the interest is a disclosable 
pecuniary interest or an interest which the Member feels would 
call into question their compliance with the wider principles set 
out in the Code of Conduct.  Disclosable pecuniary interests 
relate to the Member concerned or their spouse/partner.

(2) Members in arrears of Council Tax by more than two months 
must not vote in decisions on, or which might affect, budget 
calculations, and must disclose at the meeting that this 
restriction applies to them.  A failure to comply with these 
requirements is a criminal offence under section 106 of the 
Local Government Finance Act 1992.  

(3) Members are also welcome to disclose interests which are not 
disclosable pecuniary interests but which they consider should 
be made in the interest of clarity.

(4) Officers must disclose interests in accordance with Council 
Standing Order 44.

3.  MINUTES

Recommended –

That the minutes of the meeting held on 14 February 2019 be 
signed as a correct record (previously circulated).

(Tracey Sugden - 01274 434287)



4.  INSPECTION OF REPORTS AND BACKGROUND PAPERS

(Access to Information Procedure Rules – Part 3B of the Constitution)

Reports and background papers for agenda items may be inspected by 
contacting the person shown after each agenda item.  Certain reports 
and background papers may be restricted.  

Any request to remove the restriction on a report or background paper 
should be made to the relevant Strategic Director or Assistant Director 
whose name is shown on the front page of the report.  

If that request is refused, there is a right of appeal to this meeting.  

Please contact the officer shown below in advance of the meeting if 
you wish to appeal.  

(Tracey Sugden - 01274 434287)

5.  REFERRALS TO THE OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE

No referrals have been made to this Committee up to and including the 
date of publication of this agenda.

B. OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY ACTIVITIES

6.  MEETING WITH THE WEST YORKSHIRE POLICE AND CRIME 
COMMISSIONER

Previous Reference: Minute 13 (2018/19)

In response to a previous resolution of this Committee, the West 
Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner has been invited to attend 
the meeting to discuss key safer communities issues across Bradford 
District.

Members are also provided with Document “AF” which contains as 
appendices the West Yorkshire Police and Crime 2016-2021 and the 
Police and Crime Commissioner’s Annual Report 2017-18.

Recommended – 

That members consider and comment on the work being 
undertaken in relation to safer communities across the District.

(Mark Burns-Williamson – 01274 432574)   
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Report of the West Yorkshire Police and Crime 
Commissioner to the Corporate Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee to be held on Thursday 14 March 2019

AF
Subject:  

Meeting with the West Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner.

Summary statement:

The West Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner will be attending to discuss 
with members key safer communities issues across the Bradford District.  

Cllr Nazam Azam
Chair – Corporate  Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee

Portfolio:  

Corporate.
Safer and Stronger Communities

Report Contact:  Mark Burns-Williamson
West Yorkshire Police and Crime 
Commissioner
Phone: (01274) 432574
Email: mustansir.butt@bradford.gov.uk

 Overview & Scrutiny Area: 

Corporate
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1. SUMMARY

1.1 The West Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner will be attending to discuss 
with members key safer communities issues across the Bradford District.  

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 At it meeting on Thursday 13 September 2018, members of the Corporate Overview 
and Scrutiny Committee resolved to invite the West Yorkshire Police Crime 
Commissioner to discuss with members key Safer Communities issues across the 
District.

2.2 The West Yorkshire Police and Crime Plan 2016- 21, is attached as Appendix 1.

2.3 The Police and Crime Commissioner Annual Report 2017-18, is attached as 
Appendix 2.

3. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

3.1 None.

4. FINANCIAL & RESOURCE APPRAISAL

4.1 None.

5. RISK MANAGEMENT AND GOVERNANCE ISSUES

5.1 None.

6. LEGAL APPRAISAL

6.1 None.

7. OTHER IMPLICATIONS

7.1 EQUALITY & DIVERSITY

Community Cohesion and Equalities related issues are part of the work remit for 
this Committee.

7.2 SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS

None.

7.3 GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS IMPACTS

None.
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7.4 COMMUNITY SAFETY IMPLICATIONS

A key priority of work for this Committee is related to the Overview and Scrutiny of 
the strategies, plans, policies, functions and services directly relevant to the priority 
of Safer and Stronger Communities.

As well as this, the Corporate Overview and Scrutiny Committee is also the 
authority’s Crime and Disorder Committee under the provisions of Section 19 of the 
Police and Justice Act  2006.

7.5 HUMAN RIGHTS ACT

None.

7.6 TRADE UNION

None.

7.7 WARD IMPLICATIONS

Work of this Overview and Scrutiny Committee has ward implications, but this 
depends on the nature of the topic.

8. NOT FOR PUBLICATION DOCUMENTS

None.

9. OPTIONS

4.1 The Committee may choose to add to or amend the topics included in the work 
programme for the committee.

10. RECOMMENDATIONS

9.1 That members consider and comment on the work being undertaken in relation to 
Safer Communities across the Bradford District.

11. APPENDICES

Appendix One – West Yorkshire Police and Crime Plan 2016- 21.

Appendix Two – Police and Crime Commissioner Annual Report 2017-18.

12. BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS

None.
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West Yorkshire’s 

Police and Crime Plan 2016 - 2021
Refreshed 2018

Working together with the police and partners
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Plan at a glance

Keeping West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe 1

Police and Crime Plan 2016 - 2021

What we are going to deliver

Our vision
Keeping West Yorkshire safe and feeling

safe

Our outcomes

• Tackle crime and anti-social behaviour

• Safeguard vulnerable people

• Make sure criminal justice works for 

communities

• Support victims and witnesses 

Our priorities

• Burglary

• Child sexual abuse

• Community cohesion

• Cyber crime

• Domestic abuse 

• Drug and alcohol misuse

• Hate crime

• “Honour” based abuse

• Human trafficking and modern slavery 

• Major threats and serious violence

• Mental health

• Missing people

• Radicalisation 

• Road safety

• Sexual abuse

• Strategic Policing Requirement

My pledges

• Protecting frontline policing

• Protecting Police and Community 

Support Officers

• Putting more proceeds of crime back

into our communities

• Putting victims, in particular the most

vulnerable, first

• Fighting for a fairer funding deal for West

Yorkshire

Listening to people

Understanding our communities

Working together

Preventing and intervening earlier

Improving our services

Providing resources and supporting

economic development

How we are going to deliver

How we will know we have delivered

• People feel safe in West Yorkshire

• Volume of crimes committed reduces 

• Reoffending rate reduces

• Inspections grade West Yorkshire 

Police as GOOD or OUTSTANDING

• Frontline policing is strengthened

• People will think the police and partners 

are doing a GOOD or EXCELLENT job

• Vulnerable people are safeguarded from 

harm 

• Victims and witnesses receive a continually

improving level of service

• Victims are satisfied with the outcome of 

their case

• Faster, more effective criminal justice

• Our police service is more representative 

of the people it serves
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Welcome to the Police and Crime Plan 2016-21

At the heart of this refreshed Police and Crime Plan is working together with the police and partners, in and with our communities, to achieve
our shared vision of keeping West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe. Community safety is everyone’s business and this Police and Crime

Plan cannot be delivered by the OPCC or the police alone. I will continue to hold the Chief Constable to account but also to bring partners
together to prevent crime and anti-social behaviour, protect those who are vulnerable, divert people away from the criminal justice

system and provide the support victims and witnesses need and deserve. 

I was re-elected as your Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) in May 2016 and continue to work to deliver on my election
pledges and to tackle our priorities. In developing the Police and Crime Plan 2016-21 one of the earliest activities I undertook
was the extensive survey “Your Priorities, Your Plan” and for this refresh I have continued to take into account your views,
including out and about in our communities. Understanding the needs of our diverse county can be complex but through significant
consultation the outcomes and the priorities, alongside my pledges, remain the same in this refreshed plan and can be seen
set out on the page ‘Plan at a Glance’. 

However providing the resources the police and partners need in these increasingly challenging times is a challenge in itself.
Severe government cuts across the public sector continue to take their toll. Since 2010 our policing budget has been cut by over

a third at the cost of over 2000 police jobs. I continue to fight for a fairer funding deal for West
Yorkshire, an area of some of the greatest need, but also by making sure we are working

better together, we can reduce demand on all our services, improve the services
we provide and improve the lives of individuals and their families here in our

communities. 

Through our collective commitment we can make a real difference and I look forward
to working with you to deliver on this refreshed Police and Crime Plan, together keeping

West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe into the future.

Mark Burns-Williamson OBE
Police and Crime Commissioner

-

Keeping West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe 2

Police and Crime Plan 2016 - 2021
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Message from the Chief Constable

This refreshed Police and Crime Plan reaffirms our commitment to provide the public with the best service we can, focusing on the issues that
are important to communities and individuals, to fulfil our joint vision with the Police and Crime Commissioner to keep West Yorkshire safe
and feeling safe.

Public support and confidence in policing enable us to do our job effectively. I am determined to maintain and strengthen that
confidence, through the Neighbourhood Policing model that is central to what we do. I want to bolster that by encouraging people
from all communities to see what West Yorkshire Police has to offer, to join us and help build a police service that is truly reflective
of the richly diverse communities it serves.

Our crime recording procedures are better than they have ever been, but there is still work to do. Victims of crime must feel
confident in coming forward, particularly in those areas where we know under-reporting is still an issue, such as hate crime, sexual
and domestic abuse. 

We and our partner agencies face many challenges. Financial cutbacks across the public sector have had a significant impact
and we have worked hard to restructure the way we do business. Whatever we do and however we do it, we and our partner
agencies will always strive to be there for the most vulnerable, working both for and with communities.

We will continue to work with fairness, integrity and respect, driving creative and innovative solutions, as we work towards our “target
operating model” which sets out how policing services and capabilities will be delivered at either a local, Force, Regional or National
level.

My officers, staff and I have a common purpose, to serve you, the public of West Yorkshire and that will always be at the heart of what we do.

Dee Collins
Chief Constable

Keeping West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe 3
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About this Plan

This Police and Crime Plan 2016-21 sets the strategic direction for the Office of the Police and Crime

Commissioner (OPCC), West Yorkshire Police and our wider partnership working and will be used to

hold West Yorkshire Police to account and to direct our resources. 

It sets out what we are going to deliver, how we are going to deliver it and how we - and most importantly

you – will know we have delivered as we all work together to keep West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe.

Community safety is everybody’s responsibility and this plan provides

a framework for the OPCC’s activities, empowering local

people and local partners to deliver on our outcomes

and tackle our priorities together. 

This plan is reviewed annually to make sure

that we continue to meet the needs of our

communities as we work to keep people

safe. It is evidence based and has

been produced after extensive

consultation with our partners and

with people from across West

Yorkshire. 

Together we can make a real

difference.

Keeping West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe 4

Police and Crime Plan 2016 - 2021

Over 5,500 people from across West

Yorkshire responded to the “Your Priorities,

Your Plan” survey and their views are set out

here in this Plan. 
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What we are going to deliver

Our vision

Keeping West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe is a vision shared by all of us. We want this great county

to be a safe place to live and work in and to visit. Safer communities are stronger communities and by

working together to achieve our vision we will be able to create more opportunities and provide the

potential for people and places to prosper. 

Our outcomes

This plan is outcome based as we want to make sure that here in West Yorkshire we tackle crime and

anti-social behaviour, safeguard vulnerable people, that criminal justice works for our communities and

we provide the support victims and witnesses need and deserve.  

Our priorities

The priorities in this plan have been determined by extensive

consultation with local people and partners. The level of focus

on priorities over time will be flexible to respond to changing

policing, partnership and public need but none can be

tackled by the police alone, they are collective priorities

that can only be tackled by working better together. 

My pledges

As West Yorkshire’s Police and Crime

Commissioner I will be a strong voice for all the

communities I was elected to serve. I continually

listen to people from across West Yorkshire and

my pledges, pledges to you, continue to be at the

heart of my work and the wider work of the OPCC

with a democratic mandate to deliver.

Keeping West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe 5
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Tackle crime and anti-social behaviour

We cannot achieve our vision of keeping West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe without a strong focus on tackling crime and anti-social behaviour (ASB).

Around 60% of people who responded to my ‘Your Priorities, Your Plan’ survey said that reducing crime and ASB was important to them. 70% of respondents

also stated that increased police visibility would make them feel safer. Clearly the police have a key role to play in achieving this outcome but this is within the

context that since 2010 the government has cut our policing budget by over a third at the cost of over 2000 police jobs. I have pledged to protect the frontline,

including to rebuild the numbers of police officers, to protect our police and community support officers (PCSOs) and strengthen neighbourhood policing in

West Yorkshire. Criminality however is constantly changing, becoming more complex and resulting in greater demand on our police service. Government cuts

to other services also impact on the police’s ability to effectively tackle crime and ASB but we can do more to achieve this outcome in partnership working in

our communities. The root causes of crime and ASB are also complex and we need a greater collective endeavour, including through the sharing of resources,

to intervene earlier and to divert people away from crime and ASB in the first place. 

I will tackle crime in our communities by ensuring the police and partners are focusing on preventing crime and reducing reoffending. By taking this two strand

approach we will not only reduce the opportunity for crime to occur but also be looking to reduce reoffending by diverting people away from the criminal justice

system where it is appropriate, providing support to people to lead a life away from crime, and by targeting those offenders who cause the most harm. In both

of these areas there is great potential for better partnership working particularly around managing offending behaviour and problem solving approaches to

ASB. There is also the potential for greater empowerment of communities and I will continue to promote, coordinate and support this work across the police,

partners and communities keeping West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe.

Keeping West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe 6

Police and Crime Plan 2016 - 2021

How we will deliver

• Listening to people. Listen to our communities to focus attention on the crimes which have the greatest impact on them.

• Understanding our communities. Monitor levels of crimes being committed and reported in our communities and ensure the 

police and partners are tackling them. 

• Working together. Work with key partners such as the National Probation Service, Community Rehabilitation Company 

and National Offender Management Service to promote changes which are known to reduce reoffending such as 

opportunities around employment, training, and education. 

• Preventing and intervening earlier. Develop and implement a strategy on reducing reoffending which understands 

and addresses factors which can lead to criminal behaviour including mental health and substance misuse.

• Improving our services. Evaluate policies, practices, and performance to ensure that we are constantly improving 

the way we work to provide a service that the public have confidence in.  

• Providing resources. Support and resource community initiatives which divert people away from criminal 

behaviour particularly with young people, supporting the development of the economy and our local communities. 

• Providing resources. Protect frontline policing and provide resources for the police to deter, detect and deal with 

` criminals.
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Safeguard vulnerable people

Safeguarding vulnerable people is central to the work of the OPCC, the police and our community safety partners. As our collective resources continue to be

cut I have made sure we remain focused on protecting those most at risk and I will continue to fulfil my pledge to put victims, in particular those who are most

vulnerable, first. However we all have a responsibility to put those who are most at risk at the heart of the services we provide. Safeguarding people was

considered the biggest priority by respondents to the “Your Priorities, Your Plan” consultation with 70% of people saying it was of importance to them. 

People are vulnerable if as a result of their situation or circumstances they are unable to protect themselves, or others, from harm or exploitation or other

adverse impacts on their quality of life. Vulnerability can take many forms and can be linked to factors such as mental health, substance misuse and age, with

the need to safeguard both children and adults. As such people who are vulnerable can all too often be hard to reach and we need to raise awareness of

safeguarding issues but also encourage people to report them with improved confidence in the system and more opportunities for reporting created. Each

vulnerable individual must be supported in a way that recognises their personal circumstances with more and improved pathways and the right level of support

when we are seeking to help those at risk.

We also need to do more together to prevent people from risk and to intervene earlier including more activities to reduce vulnerability. We need to empower

individuals, communities and organisations through knowledge of what abuse is, how to protect themselves and others, and how to access guidance and

support. This requires different agencies to collaborate with wider partners to work better together to safeguard people in different ways and requires a great

deal of cooperation and communication. We will only be able to identify and safeguard those who are vulnerable by taking a truly joined up, whole system

approach, sharing information and delivering improved services in a coordinated, consistent and cohesive way across communities in West Yorkshire.

How we will deliver

• Listening to people. Listen to victims and vulnerable people to inform and encourage support networks and pathways for 

vulnerable victims to ensure they are safeguarded through recovery and empowerment. 

• Understanding our communities. Carry out research to improve our understanding of factors that increase risk and 

vulnerability to individuals and communities. 

• Working together. Encourage statutory and non-statutory partners to work together to develop and strengthen our 

collective safeguarding efforts. 

• Preventing and intervening earlier. Look to evidence-based initiatives and opportunities to safeguard 

vulnerable people at the earliest opportunity 

• Improving our services. Identify and share good practice across different organisations in West Yorkshire and 

nationally to improve our overall response and to create a system where vulnerable people are able and confident 

to report crimes.

• Improving our services. Provide additional support for those with vulnerabilities during their journey through the 

criminal justice system and listen to the experiences of vulnerable people to improve the support that we offer.  

• Providing resources. Empower and support vulnerable people to better protect themselves, create pathways and 

signpost them to agencies who can help. 

Keeping West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe 7
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Make sure criminal justice works for communities

I want to work with the police and all our partners, to prevent crime, safeguard those who are vulnerable and to best support victims and witnesses. By
intervening earlier we can prevent crime and stop people becoming victims in the first place. Where appropriate, I want to see more intervention to divert
people away from entering the criminal justice system and address the drivers for offending to reduce the cost of the criminal justice system. This cost is not
only a significant financial cost, but also a real and lasting cost to peoples’ lives and to that of their families, in our communities. The criminal justice system
needs to be fit for purpose and work for our communities. 

The criminal justice system includes a number of different organisations with different delivery arrangements but who do work together through the Local
Criminal Justice Board (LCJB). As Chair of the LCJB in West Yorkshire, I want to see a more efficient and effective criminal justice system and I will work with
the leads of all West Yorkshire criminal justice agencies to take a whole system approach that allows us to target resources for optimum benefit. I will ensure
that we work better together and pool resources in the most suitable way for the people of West Yorkshire. I will also focus on achieving the outcomes that
are best for those who find themselves in the criminal justice system making sure victims and witnesses are at the heart of the services we provide. 

As your PCC I will also work closely with the Chief Constable to make sure that West Yorkshire Police is providing the level of service that communities
deserve. I will support the individuals who make up the police service in their development and will make sure that their wellbeing is protected. I will also
promote openness and transparency within West Yorkshire Police, ensuring that concerns and complaints raised by the public are heard and that the police
service becomes more representative of the communities it serves.  

How we will deliver

• Listening to people. Listen to vulnerable people and victims of crime to ensure that they will be able to give evidence to court from a safe and secure 
victims focused place which suits their needs.   

• Understanding our communities. Support the Chief Constable in creating a police force which represents the communities it 
serves so people can have confidence in their police.

• Working together. Work with national bodies such as the National Criminal Justice Board, Ministry of Justice, Home 
Office and Sentencing Council exploiting opportunities to ensure the criminal justice system in West Yorkshire meets 
and exceeds their requirements.

• Working together. Work with partners to improve information sharing processes across all criminal justice agencies 
within West Yorkshire.

• Preventing and intervening earlier. Identify and implement best practice to improve the effectiveness and efficiency 
of the criminal justice system in West Yorkshire starting with a focus on prevention, intervention and desistance at 
the earliest opportunity.

• Improving our services. Regularly review complaints against West Yorkshire Police and make sure that they are 
operating to national standards in all areas of police practice and crime recording. 

• Improving our services. Work with the Chief Constable to make employee development and wellbeing a priority for
the workforce. 

• Providing resources. Work together with criminal justice partners to collaborate more closely and pool resources 
where it is appropriate and provide resources where they are needed.

Keeping West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe 8
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Support victims and witnesses

Victims and witnesses of crime are at the heart of the services we provide. Being a victim of crime can have a significant impact on a person’s life, on the lives

of their families and in our communities. I pledged to put victims, in particular those who are most vulnerable, first, and I will continue to make sure that all

victims whatever their age, wherever they live, or indeed whether they have reported the crime to the police, have access to the information, advice and

support they need here in West Yorkshire. 

I will also continue to develop more specialist support services to ensure focused support is provided for those who are most vulnerable, persistently targeted

or intimidated. Vulnerability however is not necessarily captured in a crime type and if a person feels vulnerable as a victim of any crime or indeed ASB, they

and their families need the right support to help them cope and recover. 

As chair of the Local Criminal Justice Board (LCJB), I will put victims and witnesses at the forefront of delivery and will work with criminal justice partners and

those partners providing support to victims and witnesses to ensure a system that delivers the positive outcomes communities need. I will also work nationally

to strengthen the Victims’ Code and locally to ensure compliance and appropriate entitlements for victims.

How we will deliver

• Listening to people. Listen to victims, learning from their experiences and using their feedback to improve services for all victims of all crimes. 

• Understanding our communities. Ensure that victims and witnesses are prepared for the justice process, are supported emotionally and practically, and 

their voices are heard.

• Working together. The requirements in the Victims Code (2015) will be delivered by West Yorkshire criminal justice agencies and 

through commissioned services.

• Working together. Engage with wider partners through the PCC’s partnership structures; the Local Criminal Justice Board 

(LCJB), Community Safety Partnerships (CSPs) and other forums to provide wraparound support to victims and 

witnesses

• Preventing and intervening earlier. Encourage and support all organisations across public, private and third sector to 

develop innovative ways to identify and support victims of crime to come forward sooner.

• Improving our services. All recipients of victims funding, whether this is through grants or commissioning, will be 

expected to provide progress reports against agreed performance measures which identify good practice and 

areas for additional focus. 

• Providing resources. Commission services for victims and survivors with a focus on the most vulnerable victims 

of domestic abuse, sexual violence, hate crimes and young victims.

• Providing resources. Raise awareness of, and improve access to, the different forms of support available 

to victims and survivors, ensuring that victim focused restorative justice is available to all victims at different points 

in their journey. 

Keeping West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe 9
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Our priorities

Burglary

Child sexual abuse and exploitation (CSA/E)
remains a key priority. There has been an
increased focus on safeguarding the vulnerable
which has led to significant increases in the
number of investigations, successful
convictions, and confidence in victims coming
forward. I will continue to work with the police
and other partners to ensure that awareness
and prevention are key areas of focus, that
victims are protected, supported and
safeguarded and that offenders are dealt with
through an efficient criminal justice system. I will
encourage timely information sharing, and a
consistent, collaborative and cohesive
response to safeguarding the vulnerable across
West Yorkshire.

Child sexual abuse and exploitation

Working with communities is at the heart of what
we do, by strengthening our own relations with
communities we will be able to better understand
issues with cohesion and support people to
overcome them. It is crucial that people get on
well together, respect differences and work
towards achieving shared goals. 40% of
respondents to the “Your Priorities, Your Plan”
survey felt that a greater sense of community
would make them feel safer. We all have a
responsibility to encourage inclusivity and build
relations between communities which strengthen
our resilience to threats such as crime, terrorism
and discontent.

Community cohesion

As technology develops, so too does criminality
and more and more crime is being carried out
online. Crime carried out in “cyber space” is
borderless and often comes with a level of
anonymity for the offender which would not be
seen with many conventional crime types,
posing challenges for those who are trying to
prevent, detect and prosecute such criminals.
We need to do more to understand the threat of
cyber crimes such as online fraud, grooming,
and cyber bullying, educate the public about
these risks, and work with private industry to
develop the right tools and skill sets to properly
investigate and prevent these crimes.

Cyber crime

Keeping West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe 10
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These priorities have been identified following 
extensive consultation with the police, 

public and partners. 
More information about this and why these
priorities are important can be found in the

Needs Assessment on my website
www.westyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk

Being burgled can have a significant impact on
your feelings of safety by leaving you feeling
vulnerable in your own home. 50% of
respondents to our “Your Priorities, Your Plan”
consultation felt burglary should be a priority.
Tackling burglary can have a wider impact,
because individuals who commit burglaries are
often responsible for other crimes in our
neighbourhoods. We can lessen the likelihood
of becoming a victim by taking simple crime
prevention measures at home. I will continue to
promote these actions with the police and local
partners, and support the strategy to reduce
offending through targeted patrols and
enhanced offender management.
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Our priorities

Keeping West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe 11
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Domestic abuse can happen to anyone, it can
be financial, emotional, physical or involve
coercion and control. A quarter of respondents
to our “Your Priorities, Your Plan” survey said
that domestic abuse was a priority for them.
These crimes should not be tolerated and work
will continue across all partner agencies
including the Domestic and Sexual Abuse
Board to target offenders, challenge dangerous
perceptions, raise awareness, encourage
victims to come forward and support them when
they do.

Domestic abuse

Substance abuse is often linked to crime and
ASB, therefore causing harm not only to the
individual but also to the wider community. We
cannot hope to reduce crime and reoffending
without tackling the underlying problems such
as substance abuse, and we can only do this
by working together with partners and
communities. I will continually review our
progress in reducing the number of people
struggling with substance abuse, and will work
to educate people around the risks of drugs and
alcohol misuse.

Drugs and alcohol misuse

Hate crime is any incident which is perceived to
be motivated by prejudice based on a person’s
disability, race, religion, gender identity or
sexual orientation. Anyone can be a victim of
hate, it can include things like physical assault,
damage to property, offensive graffiti, arson and
inciting online hatred. No-one should have to
live with the fear, anxiety and consequences of
hate crime and I will keep working with
organisations to raise its profile across all
strands. People need to be aware of what hate
crimes are, the impact they have, how to report
them, and where to get the support that they
need should they become a victim.

Hate crime

“Honour” based abuse, including Forced
Marriage and Female Genital Mutilation, are all
abuses of individuals’ rights. Those affected are
often some of the most vulnerable in our
community and can find themselves in conflict
with people they care about the most. Isolated
from family and friends, they can feel like they
have no one to turn to. For this reason it is
crucial that these harmful practices are
challenged and that those affected can have the
confidence in the police and criminal justice
system that perpetrators will be brought to
justice. Awareness of these crimes continues to
increase but I will carry on working with victims,
survivors, partners and all communities to raise
awareness, support those affected and to totally
eradicate Honour Based Abuse.

“Honour” based abuse
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Our priorities

West Yorkshire hosts the Regional Organised
Crime Unit, the North East Counter Terrorism
Unit, and the National Police Air Service.
Consequently, we play an important role in the
response to major threats to public safety,
including organised crime, terrorism, serious
violence and the use of weapons such as
knives and guns. Organised crime, serious
violence and the use of weapons, are often
linked and we must all work to protect, educate
and divert people away from these crime types.
I will continue to oversee and support the
response to major threats and serious violence
provided by our regional teams, local partners
and neighbourhood police teams in identifying
and preventing major threats and serious
violence within our communities.

Major threats & serious violence

We have seen some great successes in how
people with mental health issues are treated
and supported within West Yorkshire whether
they are victims or suspected perpetrators of a
crime. However more needs to be done to
reduce the risk of those with mental health
issues both committing and becoming victims
of crime. Through the Mental Health Forum I will
make sure that partners are working together to
collectively support people with mental health
issues who find themselves in the criminal
justice system and look for opportunities to
intervene at the earliest stage.

Mental health

West Yorkshire Police deals with nearly 5,000
missing person calls every year, 20% of which
are considered to be “high-risk”. The reasons
why people go missing are complex and can be
linked to their mental health, emotional or
physical abuse, or exploitation. Every time a
person goes missing, the police are put under
great pressure to find them and work with
partners to keep them safe. We need to work
better together to tackle the root causes and
prevent people from going missing in the first
place, this will not only reduce the risk of harm
for the individual but will also reduce the
demand on our police service.

Missing people

Keeping West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe 12
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Human trafficking and modern day slavery is a
significant threat both within West Yorkshire and
nationally. Not only can it have a traumatic
impact on its victims, but those involved in
human trafficking often have links to other
serious organised crime. West Yorkshire has
already led the way nationally in tackling human
trafficking and modern day slavery and I have
set up a West Yorkshire Anti-Trafficking Network
and the National Anti-Trafficking and Modern
Slavery Network for all PCCs to combat this
problem. I will continue to coordinate efforts
against this crime by making sure we
understand the extent and nature of the threat
and resourcing the police and partners
sufficiently.

Human trafficking & modern slavery
A Delivery Plan will be developed with the

police and partners for each of these areas.
These will provide greater detail to direct our

collective efforts around these shared
priorities. 

They will be made available on my website at
www.westyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
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Our priorities
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In addition to making sure we can effectively
respond in event of a terrorist attack, we must
all work together to prevent people from being
radicalised in the first place. There are often a
number of complex factors which can make
somebody vulnerable to radicalisation so it is
crucial that we work together across the
community to identify those at risk as early as
we can and safeguard them from extremism.
The Prevent Duty gives direction for the police
and partners around our shared responsibility
to combat the threat of radicalisation within our
communities and we will work together to
ensure that we are all playing our part in this.

Radicalisation

Road safety is clearly a significant issue for
people and is frequently raised as a concern by
members of the public across West Yorkshire,
with approximately 40% of respondents naming
it as a key priority in our Police and Crime Plan
consultation. It covers a range of issues from
inconsiderate parking to dangerous driving all
of which can have a major impact on people’s
lives. This is another area that requires activity
from more than just the police, and I will
continue to work to with all partners including
councils, highways agencies, and charities to
improve safety on our roads through education,
enforcement and prevention.

Road safety

Sexual violence and abuse is any harmful
sexual behaviour which is unwanted and takes
place without consent or understanding. This
type of crime can have a devastating effect on
the person’s health and wellbeing. I will
continue to work with the police and partners to
target offenders, give victims the confidence to
come forward and report these crimes, and
make all forms of sexual abuse and violence
unacceptable. I will continue make sure that
services for all victims of sexual abuse are
available in West Yorkshire to support them to
cope and recover.

Sexual abuse  

PCCs and Chief Constables have a
responsibility to make sure that their police
service can respond to national and
international threats under the Strategic
Policing Requirement. These threats include
terrorism, serious public disorder, organised
crime, major cyber incidents, civil emergencies
and CSEA. I will continue to work with West
Yorkshire Police and other organisations across
the North East Region to ensure that we can
support each other in times of need, and
collectively keep our region and country safe. 

Strategic Policing Requirement
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How we are going to deliver

Listening to people

As your PCC I am your voice for policing and community safety matters. I have been elected to represent

the communities of West Yorkshire and there is nothing more important to me than listening to the people

I serve. We have a shared vision of keeping West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe, but it is only by listening

to people that I can truly understand how to deliver on our vision and what is needed to improve the lives

of people in our communities. 

This Police and Crime Plan represents the views of the thousands of people who responded to the survey

‘Your Priorities, Your Plan’ and the many thousands more I engaged with as this Plan was developed.

Consultation however continues, and your views are sought when I am out and about in our communities,

through the monthly ‘Your Views’ and annual surveys, raising awareness through the media and by direct

contact with me or my office.

Continuing to listen to people to understand their needs and aspirations keeps this plan relevant. By

engaging in our communities, we can better understand your needs and concerns, but we can also enable

and empower people to work with the police and partners to deliver this Police and Crime Plan, encourage

community responsibility, and make a real difference collectively to people’s lives and the lives of their

families.

West Yorkshire is a vibrant and diverse county, which I see as one of its many strengths. I will continue to

use different communication channels to reach out to as many people as possible. I recognise our

neighbourhoods are constantly changing, and it is important that I listen to the views of all our communities.

This plan however is not just about local delivery as people’s concerns cannot always be addressed at a

local level. As your PCC I will continue to be your voice across West Yorkshire, but also nationally. Raising

on your behalf the issues that need addressing, including the need for more resources here, campaigning

for the change needed that will keep West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe into the future.

Keeping West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe 14
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How we are going to deliver

Understanding our communities

The richness of the differing people and places of West Yorkshire is the greatest strength of our area, with

more people coming to the county to live, work and study. However, with a diverse population of over

2.3m across urban and rural areas, understanding our communities can be complex. It is crucial that we,

the police and our partners are engaged with all our communities to understand all their needs, so we

can serve them well. 

By listening to people and engaging across West Yorkshire we go a long way towards understanding more

about the communities we serve but we continually need to enhance our understanding. I will continue to

review information from a variety of sources, from the census to our own consultations, but also to identify

where we have knowledge gaps and proactively engage and communicate better to fill them. 

I will continue to make sure the police and our partners are connected across the county so that we can

better understand the challenges of our changing communities together, respecting that there may be

differing needs but also common concerns and help provide the services needed locally. I will also ensure

consistency across West Yorkshire so that everybody, no matter where they live, has access to the

services they need and deserve. 

We need a better understanding of ‘what works’ locally, regionally and nationally and to continue to reach

out to others, including OPCCs and academics, so that we are not reinventing the wheel but also adding

value to the good work we are all already doing and better understand what we can do together to

overcome some of the more complex challenges in keeping West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe.

Keeping West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe 15
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How we are going to deliver

Working together

Partnership working is at the heart of everything I do, as no single organisation can tackle the all too often

complex problems in our society or meet the significant community safety challenges we all face. Although

I continue to hold the Chief Constable to account for the delivery of the Police and Crime Plan, it is only

by working together with others that we will be able to achieve our shared vision, deliver on our outcomes

and tackle our priorities.  

This Plan has been produced by working closely with partners. It has regard for local community safety

plans and has involved partners covering wider geographical footprints across the region. It is important

that where we can collaborate to the benefit of all our communities we continue to do so, and I will continue

to provide the opportunities for greater collaboration and more improved partnership working. 

I continue to bring partners together through the Partnership Executive Group, the Local Criminal Justice

Board, the Community Safety Partnership Forum, the Criminal Justice and Mental Health Forum, the Tri-

Services Collaboration Board, the West Yorkshire Anti-Trafficking Network, the Third Sector Advisory

Group, the Domestic and Sexual Abuse Board, the CSE Strategy Group and the Reducing Reoffending

Board so that we can identify the opportunities for more joined up working, remove some of the barriers,

share ideas and best practice, and together bid for funding.

Organisations working together can be a powerful agent for change. Through our collective endeavours

we can put the people we serve at the heart of the services we provide and positively change people’s

lives. We are stronger together and by working in improved partnership, including with our communities,

we can continue to make a real difference here in West Yorkshire. 

Keeping West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe 16
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How we are going to deliver

Preventing and intervening earlier

There is no better way to improve people’s lives than to work together to prevent crime and anti-social

behaviour, to intervene at the earliest stage to keep people safe, to prevent people from entering the

criminal justice system, where it works for our communities, and to prevent people from becoming victims

or witnesses in the first place. 

Whether it be to reduce reoffending, stop vulnerable people going missing, or to steer an individual away

from radicalisation or from drug and alcohol abuse, the police and other organisations providing help at

the earliest stage can better protect people from harm but will also reduce demand on all of our services

further down the line. 

When financial times get tough the work we are doing upstream to keep people safe can often be lost as

we focus our resources on what we need to do, not what we want to do. However, there is no doubt that

preventing and intervening earlier is not only the right thing to do for individuals and for our communities

but by addressing issues at the earliest opportunity we can make the best use of diminishing resources

longer term. 

Working with the Chief Constable we have strengthened our Neighbourhood Policing Teams to focus

more on problem solving with our partners in our communities. We know that if people who are in need

of help receive it at an earlier stage they are less likely to become more vulnerable and it is right that we

embed the principles of early intervention and prevention across West Yorkshire Police to support people

and protect them from harm. 

We know that prevention is far better than the cure and I will continue to allocate monies from my Safer

Communities Fund to prevent crime and anti-social behaviour, reduce reoffending and provide support to

victims at a local level so that community groups can work, including with the police and partners, to

prevent and intervene earlier to help safeguard those who could be vulnerable.  

Keeping West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe 17
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How we are going to deliver

 Improving our services

In these difficult financial times maintaining our services, let alone improving them, can be extremely

challenging. Despite diminishing resources we need to continually look to improve our services across

the communities we all serve. So many efficiencies have had to be found but we can be smarter about

the way we work and continue to look at better ways of operating both within West Yorkshire Police but

also in our communities and across our partnership working.  

Satisfaction with West Yorkshire Police will only increase in our communities if we are focused on

continually improving our service. We know we need a police service that truly reflects the communities

it serves and I will continue to ensure more targeted recruitment but also to review West Yorkshire Police’s

policies and performance to direct positive change where it is needed and to build trust and confidence

in the police service here.

Greater openness and transparency will improve confidence in policing and I will regularly review

complaints against the police to ensure a high standard of service and to understand, through casework

into the OPCC and while out and about engaging within our communities, where West Yorkshire Police

may have got things wrong and how we can help to put things right. I will also ensure West Yorkshire

Police are operating to national standards in all areas of practice. 

Investing in our people is investing in our service. I will work with the Chief Constable to improve the

support for, and wellbeing of, staff and volunteers but also be Investors in People, a Living Wage Employer

and including through procurement, ensure that all our worker’s rights are being protected now and into

the future as we keep services, wherever possible, within the public sector and within West Yorkshire,

providing employment for local people and strengthening communities. 

We all need to overcome significant challenges but we are stronger together and I will continue to

collaborate locally, regionally and nationally to improve outcomes, to integrate services where it is

appropriate and not be afraid to innovate. Through partnership working we can access resources from

elsewhere and design and deliver improved services, but most importantly, through more collective

working we can put the people we all serve at the heart of the services we provide.
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How we are going to deliver

Providing resources

To keep West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe we need more resources here not less. I continue to fight for a fairer funding deal for West Yorkshire in the face

of continuing government cuts, not just to the policing budget but to the budgets of our partners. With the diminishing government resources we have however,

we all need to work better together, including to pool our resources and to take collective financial decisions, to ensure community safety for the people we

all serve. With responsibility for the policing budget, I will ensure we have a police service fit to deliver our vision now and into the future. As demand on the

service continues to increase and criminality changes, I continue to take resource decisions to meet the needs of West Yorkshire Police. Investment will

continue in people, in technology and in infrastructure, to ensure the best possible service can be provided and continue to improve even in these increasingly

difficult times. 

I continue to fulfil my pledges to you, protecting the frontline and PCSOs, who do a vital job keeping our communities safe and feeling safe. However since

2010 the government has cut West Yorkshire’s policing budget by more than a third at the cost of over 2000 police jobs. With your support (over 79% were

prepared to pay more for policing) I have been able to raise extra monies locally but there is a long way to go to rebuild the numbers. Community safety

however cannot be delivered by the police alone and I also continue to provide resources for partnership working. For example, listed on my website are

some of the major investments I have made to West Yorkshire partners through Crime Reduction Grants. I continue to commission across West Yorkshire the

services victims need and deserve, and through my Safer Communities Fund, more resources will be provided at a local level to support victims and witnesses

and prevent crime and anti-social behaviour. Over £2m has now been provided to over 500 groups working locally and I continue to campaign for more

proceeds of crime to be returned to West Yorkshire to make an even greater difference.

West Yorkshire Police will support the development of the economy and our local communities as a local employer through the delivery of the Police and

Crime Plan. Outcomes for communities will be enhanced by building economic, community and environmental assessments into how we work, including

operating as a responsible local employer and procurer of services. As PCC I will explore all opportunities for ‘buying local’ wherever possible and ensuring

our procurements take social value into account as well as local employment. 
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Where the money is spent 2018/19Where the money came from 2018/19

PCSOs 3.9%

Police Officers 50.0%

OPCC 0.3%

Police Staff 21.8%

Borrowing 1.6%

Running Costs 22.4%

Government Grant 60.5%

Income 15.7%

Precept (Police Council Tax) 20.4%

Other 3.3%

Gross Expenditure

Council Tax
Requirement

496.956

94.945

517.781

104.815

Budget
2017 - 2018

£m

2018 - 2019
£m
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How we will know we have delivered

It is crucial that we can measure our collective progress in delivering against the outcomes and

priorities in this Police and Crime Plan. The delivery framework set out in this plan provides clear

objectives to focus our efforts and specific indicators to help us measure our collective progress. 

The police, partners and my office, will be required to provide details of their progress against these

measures on a regular basis. We will use this information to ensure that we are delivering the service

needed to keep West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe. My office will collate and review this information

on a quarterly basis, advise on any issues or evidence of good practice, and will produce a report for

members of the public. The ‘delivery baseline’ for these measures is published on my website

(www.westyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk), as is my Delivery Plan, which describes OPCC, police, and partner

activity related to Police and Crime Plan priorities.    

As PCC I have a responsibility to hold the Chief Constable to account for West Yorkshire Police’s role in

delivering on this Police and Crime Plan. Their performance and progress against the delivery

framework will also be assessed through the Delivery Quarterly process. As part of this process, I will

hold quarterly meetings with the Chief Constable to discuss their contribution to the collective delivery

of the Plan, and support and scrutinise their delivery where necessary. In addition, my Community

Outcomes Meetings will also require the Chief Constable and senior police officers to answer questions

about policing and community safety issues which are important to the communities of West Yorkshire. 

The Police and Crime Panel will in turn scrutinise and support the work of me and my office but it is the

public who will ultimately hold me to account for the delivery of this Police and Crime Plan. Our

communities are the best placed to know whether we are achieving our vision of “keeping West

Yorkshire safe and feeling safe” and by listening to local people and local partners I will know whether

we have made a real difference here. 
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Total recorded crime and risk of crime

Volume of ASB incidents reported  

Reoffending rates

HMICFRS PEEL Effectiveness inspection 

Your Views survey

Proportion of police officers in operational roles 

Your Views survey

Your Views survey

HMICFRS PEEL vulnerability inspection

The volume of looked after children who go missing repeatedly

Reporting of ‘hidden crimes’ 

Appropriate use of DVPOs, Sexual Risk Orders and Child Abduction Warning Notices

Your Views survey

Ineffective trial rate 

Volume of early guilty pleas

Average time taken for cases to be brought to resolution

Recruitment programmes which promote the employment opportunities at West 
Yorkshire Police for members of under-represented groups  

Victim satisfaction survey 

Victim services data

Victim satisfaction survey

Delivery framework 

Significantly reduce the volume of crimes committed in West Yorkshire  

Significantly reduce ASB in West Yorkshire through prevention and early intervention 

Significantly reduce the level of reoffending in West Yorkshire 

HMICFRS PEEL inspections will grade West Yorkshire Police as GOOD or OUTSTANDING at effectively reducing
crime

More people will feel safe in West Yorkshire 

Frontline policing will be protected and resourced to deter, detect and deal with criminals

More people will think the police are doing a good or excellent job in their local area

More people will be confident that the police and partners will prevent crime and anti-social behaviour

HMICFRS PEEL inspections will grade West Yorkshire Police as GOOD or OUTSTANDING at protecting the
vulnerable  

The most vulnerable people will be identified and supported  

The police and partners will work better together to safeguard vulnerable people   

West Yorkshire Police will make effective use of civil orders and legislation as a positive action to disrupt offenders,
protecting the vulnerable and reducing threats

Increase the confidence of communities in their community safety partners

Ensure all relevant partners are working together to achieve effective results 

Ensure all relevant partners are working together to achieve efficient results

Have a police service which is more representative of the people it serves

More victims will be satisfied with the level of service they receive from the police

More victims who choose to access victims services will be satisfied with the service they receive

Improve the outcomes for victims of crime

OUTCOMES     OBJECTIVES                                                                                                                            MEASURES  
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Find out more 

About West Yorkshire

• Five local authorities of Bradford, Calderdale, Kirklees, Leeds and Wakefield

• Fourth largest police service area in England and Wales

• 2.3m people with 922,000 households

• 18% of the population from a minority ethnic background 

• An economy worth £50 billion with the lowest unemployment claimant rate of any metropolitan region 

in England, outside of London

• Over one third of our neighbourhoods are within the top 20% of the most deprived in England

• Home to 90,000 students based at six higher education establishments

• 82% of respondents to our Feelings of Safety survey feel that their local area is a safe place to live

Role of the PCC

• Set the police and crime objectives through a Police and Crime Plan

• Make sure the police service is effective and efficient

• Hold the Chief Constable to account for policing

• Set the police budget and the police council tax

• Bring together community safety and criminal justice partners

• Make sure local priorities are joined up

• Be your voice on policing and community safety matters

Get in touch

To find out more about the PCC and the OPCC, visit www.westyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk and you can also

follow us on Social Media -

@WestYorksOPCC and 

www.facebook.com/WestYorksOPCC

You can write to us at the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner, Ploughland House, 

62 George Street, Wakefield, WF1 1DL or leave a message on 01924 294000.
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element of the council tax and

have recruited 200 more police

officers to help deliver the Police

and Crime Plan, and to make sure

we have a police service fit for the

future. 

The latest HMICFRS inspectors’

ratings have all been ‘good’,

including recognition that our

West Yorkshire Police service is

exploring new ways of working

with partner agencies to reduce

resource requirements and

improve service outcomes. Only

through partners’ commitment to

work better together have we

have been able to meet the

challenges we all face. 

I hope this Annual Report

highlights what has been

delivered during 2017/18, but you

can find out more about our work

at:

www.westyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk.

uk

01

Introduction

W
elcome to my 2017-18

Annual Report, setting

out the key activities

and achievements of the year in

my work as your Police and

Crime Commissioner and that

of my office, West Yorkshire

Police, and our partners. 

I have also refreshed my Police

and Crime Plan this year but this

Annual Report covers the last

financial year and therefore

reflects the priorities of the

previous Police and Crime Plan

2016-21. However, after much

consultation, the main outcomes

and priorities of the refreshed plan

remain largely the same. 

You can download both Plans to

learn more about our outcomes

and priorities - and the work we

will be doing to make a real

difference to people’s lives in our

communities at:

www.westyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk/

our-business/the-police-crime-p

lan.aspx

We are committed in our work to

keep West Yorkshire safe and

feeling safe, and the past 12

months have been spent making

sure we are tackling crime and

anti-social behaviour,

safeguarding vulnerable people,

making sure criminal justice

works, and providing support for

victims and witnesses in West

Yorkshire.  In particular, this report

highlights areas of positive work in

our response to domestic abuse,

safeguarding vulnerable members

of the community, applying new

technologies, and reinforcing

neighbourhood policing.

We have also been working to

meet my pledges to you, and with

your support, I have been able to

increase the number of police

officers on the frontline, protect

the number of Police and

Community Support Officers, and

strengthen neighbourhood

policing with a greater focus on

local problem solving. 

Government cuts have continued

to hit hard during this time, with

the police having to find a further

£9m savings this year, and our

partners struggling to balance

their books. I have continued to

fight for a fairer funding deal for

West Yorkshire, but we have

needed more resources to meet

our rising demand. 

After consultation with people

across the county, and with the

support of the Police and Crime

Panel, I increased the policing

Annual Report 2017/18

Mark Burns-Williamson OBE

West Yorkshire’s Police and

Crime Commissioner
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02

Tackle Crime and Anti-Social Behaviour

M
y Police and Crime Plan 2016-21 describes 16 different crimes and threats which have been identified

as priorities by residents of West Yorkshire. The past year has seen a small increase in overall calls for

service to the police by the public, with some increases in violent crimes, possession of weapons, and

shoplifting recorded.  At the same time, the volume of thefts from and of vehicles, and thefts from the person

have decreased slightly.  Other crime issues such as human trafficking, child sexual exploitation, and domestic

abuse – although not always in the news - remain a serious threat to community safety.  Through partnership

work, the Safer Communities Fund, and direct investment, I have been able to support or commission a

number of key activities which I anticipate will help lead to a reduction in crime and anti-social behaviour

across our neighbourhoods.

An increase in violent crime – notably young people’s use of knives – has attracted much attention in the past

year. The concentration of these offences in London has meant that the national media has led in highlighting

the issue. West Yorkshire does not see the level of offending seen in the capital, but any increase in the

possession of weapons is not something we can tolerate.  

In February, West Yorkshire Police supported the national campaign, Operation Sceptre, which acted to raise

awareness of the devastating impact of knife crime for victims and their families, but also on the lives of

perpetrators and their loved ones. A programme of targeted enforcement work included; test purchases of

knives to warn retailers who break the law; increased police presence in affected neighbourhoods and on local

bus services; and intelligence gathering work to identify individuals involved in crime and anti-social behaviour.

In addition to this project, two weapons surrender campaigns (in November and February) took 220 knives,

firearms, and other dangerous weapons off the streets of West Yorkshire.  

With new government funding available in 2018/19 to coincide with the launch of the Home Office’s Serious

Violence Strategy, more important work on this issue will take place in the year ahead. In particular, we will be

working to divert young people away from the false promises of the gang lifestyle through projects with

specialist third sector partners. The 13th round of my Safer Communities Fund has already granted £17,900 to

local community initiatives to tackle violence in West Yorkshire, including grants to the Leeds Street Team,

StreetDoctors, Global Diversity Positive Action (Kirklees), and West Yorkshire Police’s Knife Crime Prevention

programme.

I joined Operation Steerside in Bradford,

picture with Sergeant Cameron Buchan,

of Bradford District Police.
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Annual Report 2017/18

Two topics which are regularly identified as community concerns are road safety and burglary, as many of us

feel that these are the types of offences we are most likely to experience. On road safety, the police have led

high profile campaigns in Bradford and Calderdale this year to tackle the ‘fatal four’ offences of speeding,

driving whilst under the influence of drugs or alcohol, driving whilst using a mobile phone, and driving whilst

not wearing a seat belt. Operations Steerside (Bradford) and Hawmill (Calderdale) have reported impressive

results: over 11,000 driving offences being dealt with and over 1,000 illegally driven vehicles seized.  

ANPR (Automatic Number Plate Recognition) technology has also helped officers in other districts to seize

uninsured vehicles in mirror campaigns. In Kirklees, I witnessed Operation Transpark, a two-day campaign to

tackle anti-social behaviour on our roads which led to three arrests for dangerous driving, possession of drugs,

and of offensive weapons. In Wakefield, the police have set-up a new vehicle crime team to crack-down on

offenders who target theft of, and from, vehicles.  In its first two weeks of operation, ten arrests were made and

charges brought against two people.

After hearing the thoughts of concerned cyclists at my road safety public consultation meeting in 2016, I

welcomed West Yorkshire Police’s Safe Pass campaign, which was launched in Leeds in spring 2017.  Plain

clothed officers based on some of the city's busiest roads identified motorists who passed too close to cyclists,

or who failed to give way at junctions. Drivers were offered on-the-spot feedback on safe overtaking, with

those who were judged to have committed particularly hazardous manoeuvres prosecuted for driving without

due care and attention.

Residential burglary rates in the county increased by 2% in 2017/18 (from an 8% increase in 2016/17).

Burglary sits as its own priority in the Police and Crime Plan because responses to my Your Views survey

show that it is often the greatest safety concern for residents after road safety.  

West Yorkshire Police’s regular burglary prevention campaigns reflect the subject’s importance to

communities, and two campaigns ran during the year to coincide with the start and end of summertime.  Last

autumn’s campaign included a powerful video interview with a Leeds resident who described the upsetting

personal impact of burglary on her family.  

The police’s response to burglary includes the integrated offender management programme (to target repeat

offenders), and latterly the use of a ‘predictive policing’ app on police officers’ mobile devices. The app

provides the latest intelligence on crimes in neighbourhoods, including live information on areas for visible

patrol which are experiencing a greater share of burglaries. WYP have also worked with partners in the WY

Fire and Rescue Service to support their ‘Safe and Well’ visits to vulnerable households. Safe and Well visits

allow fire officers to deliver personal safety messages to residents in their own homes.  Working in

collaboration with WYP, these visits have now been extended to include tailored advice on how to prevent

burglaries.

Many of the projects I fund through my Safer Communities Fund play their part in reducing anti-social

behaviour across West Yorkshire. Great work is done in our neighbourhoods by volunteers, community

groups, and charities who work to tackle the root causes of offending to help divert young people away from

crime, and help them build a sense of social responsibility. Similarly, I have supported the Positive Futures

programme with over £300,000 of funding in 2017/18 to deliver important targeted crime prevention projects

in Bradford South, Leeds, Keighley, and Calderdale. This work focusses on young people, with the aim to help

them in their personal development, and divert them from anti-social behaviour. Typical projects include

education on personal relationships, awareness of threats such as grooming, drugs and alcohol, and group

sports activities. The goal is to grow the self-confidence of children, and equip them with the information they

need to make the right decisions about their future.
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Sadly, every country in the world in some way feels the impact of human trafficking and modern slavery.

Locations can be source areas, transit areas, or destination countries; our own towns and cities in West

Yorkshire are affected as well. I have made a commitment to tackling this dreadful abuse through my office’s

coordination of the National Anti-Trafficking and Modern Slavery Network (for all Police and Crime

Commissioners), and the West Yorkshire Anti-Trafficking Network (WYATN). Both bodies allow me to work in

building networks between partners to help co-ordinate the approach to the investigation of human trafficking,

and our engagement and support of its victims and survivors. The networks also play a key role in ensuring we

understand the extent and nature of this threat, so we can continue to resource the police and our partners

appropriately.  

In terms of resourcing, the £8.5M Modern Slavery Police Transformation Programme has made a positive

impact across England and Wales. The fund allowed more than 150 frontline officers from Yorkshire and the

Humber to attend our Carr Gate facilities for training on best practice in modern slavery investigation and

victim support. Nationally, more than 1,200 judges have now received training on the Modern Slavery Act

thanks to the Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner, the International Bar Association, and the Judicial

College. This is a great advance in our mission to build the strongest possible response to those people who

look to exploit other human beings for their own gain.

Other activity from the year includes input to the Prime Minister’s Modern Slavery Task Force, a meeting with

NCA Director, Will Kerr, to discuss operational law enforcement nationwide, and a visit to the House of Lords

to contribute to a seminar on Modern Slavery, organised by educational charity, Cumberland Lodge.

Finally, over the past year, my Safer Communities Fund has awarded eight organisations with a total of

£36,343 of grant funding to support local community projects which are supporting victims, and preventing

further abuses of Human Trafficking and Modern Slavery in West Yorkshire.

When we talk about organised crime, it often promotes thoughts of serious offences such as drug supply,

human trafficking, fraud, money laundering, or firearms supply. The reality is often very different: organised

crime groups can be behind volume crime affecting our neighbourhoods, or they can be corrupt businesses

who sell counterfeit goods, defraud their customers, or otherwise break the law to maximise their profits.

There is a growing awareness that building a comprehensive intelligence map of offending in our districts can

help the police disrupt organised crime groups, and this year, district police teams have held events to promote

the potential for closer partnership work to make an impact against organised crime at local level.  Four events

were held for public and private sector partners who may hold information on offenders and their families, or

who are in a position to report suspicious behaviour. Each event received important input from the Home

Office, who are currently developing a new national strategy for tackling organised crime groups.

In addition to this work, last year financial investigators at West Yorkshire Police and the Regional Asset

Recovery Team (RART) announced that Proceeds of Crime Act (POCA) legislation had led to the confiscation

of over £109M of criminal assets over the past decade. The latest confiscations in February took £115,000

from two Leeds men who had been convicted of money laundering, but looking back to previous work, single

operations have recovered in excess of £1M from individuals who were profiting from criminal lifestyles.

Last year I was pleased to continue my financial support of the West Yorkshire Financial Exploitation and

Abuse Team (WYFEAT). WYFEAT calls on the expertise of specialists from West Yorkshire Police’s Economic

Crime Unit, adult social care, and Trading Standards, to collaborate in the investigation of criminals who

financially exploit vulnerable or older people through scams and doorstep crime. 
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Visiting the West Yorkshire Financial Exploitation and Abuse Team (WFEAT), pictured with Linda Davis Trading Standards Manager,

Tracey Ward Social Worker, Susan Betteridge Director of West Yorkshire Joint Services and Assistant Chief Constable Angela

Williams.

Officers have worked on a one to one basis with scam victims to give guidance, care and support, including

how to spot the signs of scams, and how to reduce unwanted phone calls and letters to help prevent people

falling victim to fraud in the future. Victims of scams in West Yorkshire include:

• 70 year old who lost £200,000 responding to scam mail over 16 years

• 78 year old who lost £150,000 following an internet romance scam

• Vulnerable victim who lost over £100,000 in life savings over 3 years

• 85 year old who lost £20,000 to clairvoyant and prize draw scams

WYFEAT announced a notable success in February in the conviction and imprisonment of Andrew Pollard,

operator of Leeds based A&J Roofing Solutions. The firm was one of the most complained about companies in

West Yorkshire, and the Trading Standards Service received numerous complaints alleging deficient

workmanship, misleading representations regarding the necessity of work, and customers given false

promises that faulty work would be rectified. A confiscation order under the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 was

made against Mr Pollard and £26,472 of assets were seized. This money will be distributed in compensation to

the victims of his inadequate workmanship. 

In assessing the performance of the police in tackling crime in our communities, we draw on a range of

sources – many of which are recorded in the final chapter of this document. It remains the case that improved

practice in the police’s recording of crime (combined with campaigns to encourage victims to report certain

crimes) impacts on the trend seen in some crime data. The Crime Data Integrity inspection programme led by

HMICFRS has carried out a rolling programme of assessment of police forces’ accurate recording of crimes

throughout 2017/18.  West Yorkshire Police are yet to be re-inspected following the last CDI report of 2014.  
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Working Together

Working to tackle cyber-crime with Huddersfield New College

West Yorkshire Police teamed up with students from Huddersfield New College to raise awareness about

cyber-crime and staying safe online. Kirklees District Police have a dedicated Digital Media Investigator

and as part of this role they have been working closely with schools and the public.  I attended an event led

by the college’s Performing Arts students, which covered issues such as cyber-bullying, sexting, and

stalking with over 100 year 10 students from local schools. Keeping everyone safe online is a key focus for

me and that is why I funded the creation of West Yorkshire Police's dedicated Cyber Unit.  Preventing

online crime is our best strategy, and raising awareness of how you can stay safe is exactly what these

performances achieved.

Action against Human Trafficking in our communities

West Yorkshire Police’s Human Trafficking Unit continued to take positive action against modern slavery

throughout 2017/18. In the first five months of 2018, the Unit has referred 139 people experiencing abuse

or slavery to the National Referral Mechanism – the national framework for identifying victims of

modern-day slavery and ensuring victims receive the necessary support to help them rebuild their lives.  A

further 12 people were believed to be a victim of trafficking, but did not consent to enter the NRM process.

To coincide with national Anti-Slavery Day in October, officers accompanied by representatives from key

partner agencies, visited a number of business premises thought to have links to human trafficking to

speak to the employers and check on the welfare of employees. As part of the operations, two interim

Slavery and Trafficking Prevention Orders were issued - the first time West Yorkshire Police has used the

power.

In October 2017, my own OPCC team was strengthened by the recruitment of a full-time member of staff

to coordinate the development of our anti-trafficking networks, and to raise awareness of the issue locally

and further afield.

Kirklees Road Safety Partnership Event, November 2017 

The Safer Kirklees partnership hosted a road safety event for Kirklees students as part of National Road

Safety Week. The event at the John Smiths Stadium saw students from local colleges and sixth-form

schools listen to presentations from partner agencies including West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service,

West Yorkshire Police, the Ambulance Service, and national road safety charity Brake.  The aim of the

roadshow was to achieve a sustained reduction in death and serious injury on Kirklees’ roads.  The

initiative was funded by a £2,750 grant from the Safer Communities Fund.
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Safeguard Vulnerable People

A
nyone could be at risk of abuse at some stage of their life, but people with specific vulnerabilities may

have a range of needs which leave them particularly susceptible to exploitation or neglect. Our work on

safeguarding the vulnerable involves promoting co-operation and effective working practices between

different agencies to help keep vulnerable people safe from harm.  

The point where people in mental health crisis meet the criminal justice system presents many challenges –

particularly at a time when many feel that the police are under pressure to fill the void left by diminishing public

services.  At this time, I have been reassured by the strength of the collaborative work achieved through my

Mental Health and Criminal Justice Forum.  Throughout the year, this group has continued to attract a high

level of engagement from health, emergency, and third sector services, providing important oversight of the

partnership’s work to provide better services to those in need.

One of its key outputs has been the successful implementation of the response to the revised Section 136 of

the Mental Health Act.  Previous Annual Reports have described our investment in ‘health-based places of

safety’ as an alternative to custody for people in mental health crisis. The revised Section 136 came in to force

in December 2017, and stipulates that custody cannot be used to accommodate anyone under the age of 18

who is experiencing a crisis, and that it can only be used for adults in exceptional circumstances. Successfully

developing alternative mental health provision has been a significant achievement for the Board this year, and

there has been an impressive response from the police and local NHS Mental Health Trust to improve services

to those in need. 

Related to this service is the Liaison and Diversion project, which has been established in Wakefield and

Leeds, and now extended to Bradford in 2017/18. Liaison and Diversion (L&D) programmes have two

objectives; to improve the health outcomes of people admitted into custody, and to work to reduce reoffending

by addressing people’s core needs.  By identifying people’s mental health vulnerabilities at the earliest point,

L&D practitioners can evaluate whether an individual should be referred for treatment or further support, and

can help people make contact with the appropriate services after their release from custody.  West Yorkshire’s

L&D services are currently provided through the Wakefield Young Offenders Team, with plans to procure a

NHS England regional service ready for 2019/20.

Finally, in the case of support for victims of crime, during the past year the Forum has worked to strengthen

partners’ referral pathways for victims of terror and sexual assault (in response to feedback from our Victim

Support and ISVA partners), and in particular, we have wanted to clarify and promote the eligibility criteria for

access to NHS therapeutic support services.

An Appropriate Adult (AA) is an individual person responsible for protecting the rights and welfare of a child

or mentally vulnerable adult who is either detained by police or interviewed under caution. Police custody

sergeants are responsible for identifying people who require an Appropriate Adult, whilst local authorities have

a legal duty to ensure provision for children via their Youth Offending Teams (YOT). During 2017/18, I have

worked with local authorities in West Yorkshire, the five district Youth Offending Teams, and West Yorkshire

Police, to develop the best possible service for those in need of Appropriate Adult support. As a result, a

contract has been awarded to external provider, The Appropriate Adult Service (TAAS) to provide AA services

from April 2018 to support children and vulnerable adults in West Yorkshire. This service will see a shift from

separate district based arrangements and aims to bring equity to provision across West Yorkshire. The service

will create a single contact point for the police when requesting AA support, whilst maintaining a commitment

to use volunteers in order to ensure a 24/7 service to help reduce delays in AAs attending custody. TAAS will

work in partnership with the police, YOT, and local authorities to minimise detention times and allow effective

participation by children and vulnerable adults during police interview.
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Raising awareness around issues that we might normally be uncomfortable to talk about is one of the key

objectives of the campaign work my office leads on and supports during the year. In particular our campaigns

reassure victims that they are not alone, that there are ways to seek help, and for those who are not victims,

our campaigns give us the understanding to recognise the signs that a person may be in danger or in need of

support.

Last year, our collaboration with the police and partners for the annual West Yorkshire Safeguarding Week

saw us address the topics of mental health, domestic abuse, and how scammers target the vulnerable through

doorstep crime. The programme ran from the 9th – 15th October and saw local safeguarding boards and

community safety partnerships across the region join forces with West Yorkshire Police and myself to hold

workshops and events aimed at informing the public about how to protect the vulnerable across the region. 

Key activities included a programme of Facebook Live broadcasts by WYP's Safeguarding Unit highlighting

the work being done to keep people safe; a Young Person’s Suicide Prevention and Awareness event in

Kirklees; the Safer Leeds Partnership held a week of training and workshops on issues including Female

Genital Mutilation and protecting children in sport; and in Calderdale, a 'marketplace' event was held at the

Shay Stadium for organisations to share good practice. In Wakefield, a programme of learning and

development sessions were held in the Cathedral precinct for professionals and practitioners.

As is the case each year, Safeguarding Week strives to communicate the overarching message that protecting

the vulnerable is everyone’s business.

Domestic abuse was specifically targeted through the 16 Days of Action campaign.  This year’s campaign

featured a hard-hitting film produced by West Yorkshire Police’s Communications Team which told over sixteen

days the story of Alex, a victim of domestic abuse. Each daily video featured testimony from friends and family

who describe things they had seen or thought about Alex, but they had chosen not to say anything about.  The

film’s message was to encourage those close to domestic abuse victims to feel confident enough to speak out

and seek help on their behalf.

Also in October, a separate campaign focussed on the offence of coercive and controlling behaviour in

relationships. Controlling acts may include manipulation, intimidation, sexual coercion and psychological

abuse. These abuses can intimidate victims, and isolate them from sources of support such as friends and

family. The law now gives powers to the police and CPS to bring prosecutions against perpetrators of

psychological abuse, with a conviction carrying a maximum five year prison sentence.

This campaign was promoted through the social media network ‘Snapchat’ with the aim of reaching a younger

audience. It was viewed by approximately 400 people, whilst a related Facebook post was shared over 200

times.

Safeguarding people was considered the most important priority by people responding to my ‘Your Priorities,

Your Plan’ consultation in 2016. In total, 70% of people recognised it as a priority for West Yorkshire, and this

strength of response is reflected in my Police and Crime Plan.
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Through my Safeguarding Advisor, I support the independently chaired West Yorkshire Child Sexual

Exploitation Strategic Group. The Group brings local authority safeguarding leads, senior police officers, and

other key partners together to develop collaborative work to safeguard children. The group is currently

reviewing its terms of reference with partners to ensure it continues to support a first class collaborative

approach to safeguarding, and that it reflects our improved understanding of the changing landscape of

safeguarding. 

With plans in place to develop a new West Yorkshire Sexual Assault Referral Centre (SARC) and Children’s

Sexual Assault Assessment Service, we are leading the way in providing a victim-centred support to adult and

child sexual abuse crimes when they happen.  During the year, we have also worked to bring districts closer

together in their approach to recording and referring cases of CSE amongst looked-after children, in their use

of CSE risk identification tools, and by improving the intelligence picture through reviewing district-level

safeguarding profiles.

Cyber-enabled crime places everyone with access to a computer or smartphone at risk of becoming a victim

of crime. The growing threat of online-enabled offending has led me to support an innovative research project

between Leeds Beckett University and West Yorkshire Police. Supported by the Home Office, the College of

Policing, and the Higher Education Funding Council for England's Police Knowledge Fund, the 18-month long

project has sought out new ways for digital crime to be policed. Outputs included a large-scale assessment of

the challenges in tackling cybercrime, an assessment of cybercrime training for police officers, the

development of advanced digital forensics, and a mobile app to help frontline officers capture evidence.  I hope

that work like this will make an important contribution to strengthening the specialist capabilities West

Yorkshire Police hold in fighting this crime.

All of our young people have grown-up in the age of social networking, but raising awareness of its dangers is

a challenge, particularly when digital technology is such a draw for young people. To reach out to this group, I

helped to fund a cyber contest for West Yorkshire schools for pupils from years 7, 8, and 9. The schools

were challenged to design a resource to help keep kids safe online, and it is hoped that through talking about

the competition with their friends and families, they will help to spread cyber-crime prevention messages to

many more people. Students from Corpus Christi Catholic College in Leeds were announced as competition

winners in February.

With Detective Chief Superintendent

Mark Ridley, and the winning students

from Corpus Christi Catholic College
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This work has been complemented by my funding of the My First Mobile project.  Over one hundred staff from

local schools attended a launch event in Huddersfield in May last year for an educational website and toolkit

which has been created to keep children safe when they are using the internet, social networks, and games for

the first time through a mobile phone. The resource was developed by Kirklees Safeguarding Children Board

in partnership with West Yorkshire Police, and the staff and the pupils of St Thomas CE Primary School in

Huddersfield, and Ravenshall School in Dewsbury. 

Also during last year, I commissioned the GW Theatre to deliver messages on online safety directly to school

children through their ‘Somebody’s Sister, Somebody’s Daughter’ and ‘Mister Shapeshifter’ performances.

After this successful programme, I have funded further performances of Mister Shapeshifter to be delivered in

2018 to children aged 11-12. The performances introduce the topic of how some adults can abuse the trust

children put in them, and how children can protect themselves. The performances introduce these issues in an

informative and entertaining way to help children spot risky situations, especially online. This funding includes

provision for independent academic evaluation of the project’s impact in helping to safeguard children.

Finally, I have provided funding for a dedicated Senior Safeguarding Analyst post within the OPCC to improve

information and data sharing practice on Child Sexual Exploitation (CSE) and missing children across partners

in the five West Yorkshire districts. This role will improve our safeguarding response by using intelligence to

identify threats and risks to children which can then be addressed by partners’ intervention and prevention

strategies. 

Speaking at the launch event for the My First Mobile project
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‘Running Away From Home’ campaign

Over 60% of reports of missing people in West Yorkshire last year involved children or young people.  I

joined West Yorkshire Police, the NSPCC, charity Missing People, and all five Local Safeguarding Children

Boards to mark International Missing Children's Day on 25th May, and support a campaign to encourage

young people to seek out help as an alternative to going missing. The campaign artwork was produced in

conjunction with my Youth Advisory Group, and aimed to communicate the message that there is an

alternative to running away.  

For the police and partners, getting to understand the complex reasons behind why a young person may

go missing is just as important. During the year work has been done by West Yorkshire Police to run a pilot

programme to collect a more detailed statement from young people returning from a missing episode.  This

can help to achieve a fuller understanding of the concerns of an individual, which will lead to more effective

support from partner services.

NPAS

The National Police Air Service (NPAS) delivers a fully borderless service to all 43 police forces across

England and Wales. Examples of tasks are searching for missing people, providing surveillance, and

providing a ‘command and control’ function at major incidents. NPAS is funded through a collaborative

agreement of participating police forces, who each pay a contribution based on their share of overall NPAS

deployments. NPAS is governed by a Strategic Board made up of six elected Police and Crime

Commissioners, and six Chief Constables and other key stakeholders; I act as Chair for the Board.

During 2017/18 NPAS carried out 22,500 tasks on behalf of the police forces of England and Wales,

notably in response to the tragic attacks at Westminster and Manchester. NPAS’s outstanding response to

these major national incidents was later recognised by the Honorary Company of Air Pilots (HCAP), who

gave NPAS their Sword of Honour award for 2017.

Last year’s HMICFRS study of NPAS made a number of recommendations which have been discussed at

the appropriate strategic boards. Whilst we have achieved a great deal since 2012 (including many millions

of pounds in savings, and the first borderless, 24/7 police air service), we need to carefully consider the

next stage of development for the service.  This could include the use of drones and the introduction of

fixed-wing aircraft as part of a strategic business plan required by the Home Office.

Unique safeguarding partnership workshop held 

In October, I held the first ever workshop of its kind to bring together local safeguarding partnerships. The

aim of the event was to explore how partners can better work together across the county to protect

vulnerable people. Representatives from the Local Safeguarding Children's Boards (LSCBs), Safeguarding

Adults Boards (SABs), and the Community Safety Partnerships (CSPs) attended the event in Leeds.  West

Yorkshire has a number of county-wide safeguarding bodies already in place, for example the Domestic

and Sexual Abuse Board, the Mental Health and Criminal Justice Forum, the West Yorkshire Safeguarding

Communications Group, and the Child Sexual Exploitation Strategy Group. This event looked to build a

coordinated approach between partners so that each individual can be supported in a way that best

recognises their personal circumstances and provides for their differing safeguarding needs.

Working Together
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Make Sure Criminal Justice Works for Communities

I
n February this year I gained support from West Yorkshire’s Police and Crime Panel for my proposal to raise

the policing element of the council tax by 7.95%. This represents an annual increase of £12 per year for

Band D council tax payers, but on average, it equates to an increase of 15p - 18p per week for most West

Yorkshire taxpayers in Bands A or B.  Since 2010, the Government has cut the budget for policing in West

Yorkshire by roughly one third, and the resulting loss of police staff and officers has put severe pressure on

police services. I am grateful to the people who responded to my Community Consultation survey, of which

73% said they would support an increase in the precept to help me target the recruitment of a further 143

police officers and protect current PCSO posts to help strengthen neighbourhood policing. 

In November last year, I met with local MPs at Westminster to argue the case for a fairer funding deal for

policing in West Yorkshire. I was reassured to see cross-party attendance in ensuring we are working

collectively to help our communities keep safe. The only way that we will meet the challenges that we face is

for greater government investment in local police forces, so I will remain dedicated to making the case for a

sustained Government commitment to properly resource West Yorkshire Police. Without this investment, more

and more of the funding burden is being put on our local council taxpayers, and this trend needs to be

re-balanced by a fairer funding settlement and formula.

An important aspect of West Yorkshire Police’s recruitment during 2017/18 has been campaigns to target

groups who are currently under-represented in the police workforce. The Chief Constable and myself are

determined that we achieve a police force which better reflects the diversity of our communities in West

Yorkshire, and we have promoted recruitment opportunities to as wide an audience as possible. The past year

has seen a BBC Look North news feature promoting West Yorkshire Police’s recruitment opportunities for

BAME women, and an ITV Calendar feature on LGBT officers. The police also posted a YouTube video

encouraging disabled members of the community to apply by addressing issues commonly raised by potential

recruits such as dyslexia and assistance with the application form. I am pleased to report that for the second

year running, West Yorkshire Police have been selected to feature in The Inclusive Top 50 of UK Employers.

West Yorkshire Police’s commitment to building an inclusive organisation where everyone can feel valued for

the skills they bring to their teams - regardless of who they are - was affirmed through their ‘What does

inclusion mean to you?’ campaign. During March this year, 13 short videos from members of the police family

were posted on the West Yorkshire Police intranet, describing their vision for an organisation in which

colleagues understood each other’s differences and offered equality in opportunity for all.

With the Chief Constable at Leeds Pride

2017
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HMICFRS’s PEEL inspections of national police services provide an annual health-check of policing across

the country.  Again, I am pleased to report that across the three pillars of assessment; police efficiency,

legitimacy, and effectiveness; West Yorkshire Police retained ‘Good’ grades in each category.  HMICFRS

singled-out the force’s response to incidents involving vulnerable people (in particular the dedication and work

ethic of officers and staff within safeguarding units), and also highlighted good performance in understanding

the demand for services (for example, developing an understanding of emerging crime threats such as modern

slavery and honour-based abuse). Work to improve the representation of BAME community members in the

workforce was also applauded.  Areas for improvement identified included the need to improve the quality and

supervision of investigations for low-level crime, with HMICFRS requesting that officers and supervisors need

further training in core investigative skills. This is a nationally relevant and important finding – in part a

reflection of the volume of new police officers working in frontline positions in West Yorkshire. I will be closely

monitoring the force’s response to this finding in the months ahead.

In alignment with my Police and Crime Plan, the PEEL Effectiveness report for 2016/17 made a key

recommendation for West Yorkshire Police to refresh their approach to neighbourhood policing. As a

consequence, the past year has seen a major review of how best the police can serve our neighbourhoods –

particularly through having a visible and consistent relationship with local communities. The majority of the

officers who were recruited last year will be deployed to 21 neighbourhood police teams across West

Yorkshire, and I have also provided the resources to retain over 600 PCSOs working in our communities. It is

my hope that the new neighbourhood structure will boost the police’s engagement with communities, enhance

their problem solving of local issues, and operate as the foundation of the police service delivered to the public

which I have always advocated. 

With some of the Leeds City NPT and

partners at an NPT District Roadshow

event in Trinity Shopping Centre
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In last year’s Annual Report we were able to highlight advances in technology in policing through the Rapid

Forensics pilot programme. This year, following previous investments in handheld mobile devices for officers,

we have introduced an initial wave of 250 scanners to provide mobile fingerprinting technology to the

frontline.  This new tool gives officers the ability to identify people suspected of committing offences in less

than a minute. The scanners can also be used by officers to identify someone experiencing a medical

emergency, and help quickly make contact with their family. Using this technology allows officers to spend

more time in communities rather than dealing with suspects in custody, helping to provide the visible police

presence our communities want.

A key strategic goal in our work to reduce crime in our neighbourhoods is the task of reducing reoffending.

This objective calls on co-ordination between a range of partners, many of whom are linked through the West

Yorkshire Local Criminal Justice Board (LCJB), which I have chaired since June 2017. With the introduction of

major reforms within the criminal justice system (including across probation, courts and prison services), we

believe it is the right time to reassess our partnership working to ensure our resources are being used to make

the biggest impact on reoffending rates. Overseen by the Reducing Reoffending Board, a new strategy and

delivery plan has been devised during 2017/18, and describes how our criminal justice partnership will tackle

issues like the early identification of those at risk of entering the criminal justice system, having the right

pathways in place to help break the cycle of offending, and addressing the specific needs of women in the

criminal justice system. The strategy documents are currently with our partners for review, with the finalised

document due to be published later this year.

It has been the target of all parties within the criminal justice system to use new technologies to generate

quicker ways of working and so deliver a better service for victims. An example of this approach from the past

year has been the introduction of ‘digital charging’, where police officers seeking a charging decision from

the CPS for non-urgent cases can now send the information digitally and receive the decision back within five

days. This process has freed officers from having to wait for extended periods whilst decisions are being made

over the phone.

An Out of Court Disposal (OOCD) is a method of resolving an investigation when the offender is known and

has admitted the offence.  An OOCD (such as a community resolution or a conditional caution), can be an

effective way of dealing with first time or low level offences, and has the advantage of quickly bringing an

outcome for the victim. I have established a quarterly scrutiny panel of criminal justice partners to review a

sample of these disposals and provide transparency to increase public understanding of how West Yorkshire

Police use OOCDs. Recent meetings have examined how OOCDs have been used in domestic abuse cases

and their use addressing young people’s offending.  

Applying video link technology in the criminal justice sector can provide better support for vulnerable victims

and witnesses. Last year I helped to fund a project to link the Halifax Women’s Centre with courts in the

county, and allow vulnerable victims and witnesses to give evidence remotely. I hope this project will reduce

the emotional burden on victims of domestic and sexual abuse and increase the likelihood that perpetrators

are brought justice.

The last year has seen major reform of West Yorkshire Police’s support service functions. Titled Project

Fusion, extensive work has been carried out to develop better integrated and efficient ways of working across

the force in response to the changing demands on policing and to budget pressures.  Fusion will release time,

energy, and money that we can re-invest in frontline services and other important aspects of policing, whilst at

the same time strengthen technical infrastructure and internal service provision.
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Welcoming our new Interim Chief Executive

In October, I was delighted to welcome Jayne Sykes to the OPCC as our Interim Chief Executive. Jayne

had worked at West Yorkshire Police since 1987 and brings a unique combination of leadership,

performance management, and collaboration experience to our operations.  I am very confident in the

degree of commitment and leadership that she will bring this role, providing the strategic direction and

advice to enable me to fulfil my statutory roles effectively and efficiently.

Crime Prevention in our districts

CSPs and Neighbourhood Police Teams support numerous crime prevention initiatives during the year.

Some recent examples include Huddersfield NPT’s month-long operation in partnership with Safer Kirklees

during the run up to Christmas. The programme included increased patrols in the town centre to target

distraction thefts and promote crime prevention. NatWest also joined the campaign to offer customers

advice on keeping their money safe after leaving the bank and whilst using cash machines.  In Wakefield,

officers are now tackling anti-social use of motorcycles and quad bikes using a marker spray which leaves

an invisible ‘DNA tag’. Under a UV light, the spray links the bike and the driver, helping to single out

offenders whose identity may be hidden by a helmet or balaclava. Following an increase in thefts of

unsecured cars in Bradford, local police used social-media to promote crime prevention messages.  The

messages reminded people to fully lock their cars when leaving them, and not to make it easy for thieves.

Building Community Cohesion in Wakefield

Wakefield Council’s Community Cohesion Team are leading their 2018-19 training programme with an

Islamic Awareness Session for 50 staff, funded by the OPCC and delivered in partnership with West

Yorkshire Police and external provider, Aksaa. The Wakefield CSP were also actively involved in an event

to commemorate Holocaust Memorial Day on 27th January, which was well attended by representatives

from across Wakefield’s communities, as well as the Mayor and Deputy Mayor.

Simplifying contacting the Police with 101 Live Chat

The West Yorkshire public now have more opportunities to contact the police online via an extension of the

pioneering 101 Live Chat system.

West Yorkshire Police were the first police force in the country to introduce this online system for reporting

crime, which provide an alternative to calling 101. The service brings new efficiencies to the working of the

police contact centre, with operators able to handle up to four live chats simultaneously. The system is

recording increasing popularity - launched in 2014, the first month of operation saw 85 live chats, but the

figure in May 2017 had reached 2,700.

The innovative system has been well received, particularly from the deaf and hard of hearing communities,

and those for whom English is not their first spoken language. A number of other police services have

visited to see how the model works, with the latest interest coming from police in Denver, USA.

Working Together
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Support Victims and Witnesses

D
uring 2017/18, some important developments have been made in the services I commission for victims

and witnesses in West Yorkshire, helping me to deliver on my pledge to put victims first.

At the foundation of our victim support services is our core assessment, referral, and local support services

contract, which was put out to tender during 2017. Our current victim services provider, Victim Support, made

the successful bid with an expanded programme of support to run from 2018 to 2021. The new service

provides emotional and practical support to victims (including those aged 18 and under), for any crime incident

whether it has been reported to the police or not. The service is available from 8am to 8pm Monday to

Saturday, and there is also a 24-hour contact number, so victims are able to seek support 7 days a week, 52

weeks a year. 

During 2017/18 I also commissioned Victim Support to launch a Live Chat service.  Many of us will have used

similar services in customer-service environments online. Live Chat is particularly relevant to victims’ needs as

it provides an accessible solution for service users with hearing or speech impairments. It is also a discreet

communication channel that can appeal to victims who may want initial information, support, or signposting.

Victim Support also worked with over 70 people last year who had suffered following the Manchester Arena

attack in May 2017. Important work was carried out to support West Yorkshire victims and survivors, many of

whom had suffered physical injury and/or mental trauma following the tragedy.   

On average West Yorkshire Police deal with 6 incidents of domestic abuse every hour; last year I published my

Domestic and Sexual Abuse Strategy 2016-2021 to help align partners’ approach and help us deliver the

most effective response to these distressing crimes. The Strategy provides a framework of priorities that we

need to address, and a plan for the services we will need to commission to support victims and survivors. The

five key priority areas identified are; partnership working; preventing violence and abuse; provision of services;

support for victims/survivors; and pursuing perpetrators.  

The launch of this strategy is about ensuring we have a truly joined-up approach to dealing with these crimes.

No one agency can deliver the strategy’s objectives on their own, and police, councils, health, safeguarding,

and third sector and criminal justice partners will all have an important role to play. 

Opening the Domestic and Sexual Abuse

Strategy launch event
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The strategy launch led to a partnership workshop held in Bradford in June. This event marked the merger of

the West Yorkshire Domestic Abuse and Sexual Abuse Boards, and explored how partners could work

together to deliver strategic priorities. 135 delegates helped to design a forward plan for delivery, discussing

topics such as maximising the opportunities for joint-working, establishing minimum standards of service

delivery, and bringing in the views of service users to the design of commissioned services. The workshop

provided valuable guidance for the Board’s work in the coming year. 

Additional OPCC funding has enabled us to extend the Independent Domestic Violence Advisor service

(IDVA), which is delivered on my behalf through the five local authority districts. IDVAs help keep victims and

their children safe from violent partners or family members.  Serving as a victim’s primary point of contact,

IDVAs work with victims to help develop plans for immediate or longer-term safety, for example through

supporting victims at multi-agency safeguarding conferences and criminal or civil courts.  A new development

in Leeds and Bradford has been to team-up IDVA advisors with West Yorkshire Police response officers

attending 999 calls. These ‘IDVA Cars’ bring support directly to victims at the point of crisis. Initial evaluation of

the programme suggests that having IDVA support present at domestic violence incidents has led to more

convictions and fewer instances where the victim opts to ‘take no further action’ against the perpetrator.

Beyond their one-to-one victim casework, the West Yorkshire Independent Sexual Violence Advisor (ISVA)

service (also run by Victim Support), held a series of engagement and awareness events at local colleges

through the CHISVA specialist (Children’s and Young People’s Independent Sexual Violence Advisor), which

included addressing issues such as sexting and sexual consent.

This work is supported by my ongoing funding of the three rape crisis centres in West Yorkshire.  Last year I

agreed to provide over £100,000 to the centres in Leeds, Bradford and Kirklees to provide vital services to

child victims of serious sexual assaults. The funding provided to Kirklees will now allow services to be

extended into Calderdale. 

In July 2017, the Domestic and Sexual Abuse Board made a successful bid to the Home Office to support

action on violence against women and girls (VAWG). The bid reflects our desire to see an emphasis on

early intervention and prevention in support of vulnerable women. £600,000 was secured to take forward two

important areas of work. The first, and a key component of the bid, was to establish a specialist team within

West Yorkshire Police working on Domestic Violence Protection Orders (DVPOs). DVPOs were introduced by

the Crime and Security Act 2010, and enable the police to put in place protection for a victim in the immediate

aftermath of a domestic violence incident. Under DVPOs, the perpetrator can be prevented from returning to a

residence and from having contact with the victim for up to 28 days, allowing the victim the time and space to

access support services and consider their options. During the first quarter of 2018 the team were issuing, on

average, two DVPOs every day.

VAWG funding is also supporting work with victims of domestic abuse who are in custody. The IDVA service

has been extended to reach women received into custody at HMP New Hall, with advice and guidance on

domestic abuse now brought into the prison’s induction process to help women take steps to prevent further

harm.
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Once again, I was pleased to speak at the annual West Yorkshire Third Sector Conference, organised by my

office in conjunction with district Third Sector Networks. The Third Sector plays an important role in helping

to deliver the outcomes of the Police and Crime Plan, with voluntary, community, and faith groups acting as

key providers of services to victims and the vulnerable. I have been pleased to help fund the development of

local third sector networks, and a further three new networks were established during 2017/18 in Calderdale,

Kirklees, and Wakefield. The networks promote collaboration between different organisations, help raise the

sector’s profile as a key service provider, and help to promote closer partnership working. A representative

from my Third Sector Advisory Group now also sits on my Partnership Executive Group.

From April 2018, West Yorkshire will have a single county-wide Restorative Justice programme for the first

time.  This constitutes a £900k investment by my office for support of restorative justice projects over the next

three years. The contract with provider Restorative Solutions will build on the work of the past two years, which

has supported victims and perpetrators to engage directly with each other to try to achieve positive steps in a

victim’s recovery and help to prevent further offending. This ground-breaking work now extends to Wakefield

prison, where prison staff are helping to carefully manage restorative conferences, supporting both the

offender and the victim.

At the foundation of our work to help victims of sexual violence is the SARC (Sexual Assault Referral

Centre), which includes the West Yorkshire-wide Child Sexual Abuse Assessment Service (CSAAS) to create

an integrated service for all victims and survivors. SARC is the first West Yorkshire-wide service to bring all the

critical support services which victims of an assault need under one roof. The success of the centre means

there is a need to find larger premises with the capacity to co-locate all SARC services for West Yorkshire.  A

suitable building has been identified, and feasibility work for relocation is currently underway. This is an

exciting development which has the potential to put West Yorkshire at the cutting edge of provision for victims.

Planned resources include video links to the courts and additional aftercare services. 

Speaking at the Third Sector Conference in 2017
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Safer Communities Fund helps Bradford charity tackle hate and 'mate' crime 

'Mate crime’ refers to someone who befriends a vulnerable person with the intention of exploiting them.

This could include financial, physical or sexual abuse. My Safer Communities Fund granted £4,960 to the

organisation Why Don't We, for a project to help raise awareness of, and prevent, disability hate and 'mate'

crime. Why Don't We is a Bradford based charity which supports adults with learning disabilities to address

issues which affect their lives. Through their work they help raise awareness of forms of prejudice and

abuse against people with learning disabilities, and help the disabled community’s voice to be heard. The

project helped to fund a programme of workshops for adults with learning disabilities held throughout 2017. 

Work on FGM in Wakefield 

Wakefield Council in Partnership with the Well Women Centre and Yorkshire MESMAC have completed a

community outreach project called ‘Listening to women from FGM communities’. A celebration event for

participants was held in January, and an event to share the findings with partners was held in the following

month.  A FGM (female genital mutilation) strategy for Wakefield district is currently being developed and

the final report will be made available to Community Safety Partnerships, complemented by a short

document translated into five community languages. A key ambition is to maintain holistic support for

survivors, and the Local Adult Safeguarding Board has supported this by providing funding for the Well

Women Centre and Yorkshire MESMAC to provide two six week advice and guidance programmes to

address this important issue.

Safer Communities Fund: Vulnerable young people receiving vital support 

The Shipley Youth Advice Advocacy Project received £5,000 from my Safer Communities Fund in June

2017. The grant has contributed to the continued running of the advice service, run by the project to

empower individuals to take action around the issues of poor housing and homelessness. The project

offers free independent advice to any young person aged between 16 and 25 and helps them access

advice and support. Victims of sexual exploitation, honour based abuse and human trafficking are among

the most vulnerable groups accessing the project for advice on housing, benefit, and debt advice. 

The Leeds / West Yorkshire Domestic Violence Quality Mark

People affected by domestic violence seek help from all kinds of organisations so it is important that

frontline staff have a good understanding of the right way to support victims. The Domestic Violence

Quality Mark shows that staff in refuges have been trained to deliver sensitive responses to those

disclosing and seeking help - the welcome, warmth, and empathy displayed by staff being vital in building a

trusting relationship with victims. A series of specialist secondments are also in place across the domestic

violence sector in West Yorkshire to allow experts to share their knowledge and skills gained from the

experience of working on complex abuse cases. This is just one example of how the Quality Mark has

helped to foster joint-working between agencies. 

Working Together
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Engagement and Accountability

I
always strive to understand the concerns of people living across West Yorkshire’s communities to help me

to fulfil my role of setting the community safety priorities which our police service must address, and then

hold the Chief Constable to account for how West Yorkshire Police support me in delivering against the

Police and Crime Plan 2016-21. An annual programme of engagement with community groups, delivery

partners, and the police service helps me to keep up to date on the issues which really affect people living

across our districts.

Neighbourhood Police Team (NPT) Visits

NPT visits give me the time to learn about local challenges and key partnerships the police have built to tackle

crime in our communities.  I visited police teams in each West Yorkshire district last year, hearing the latest

information on topics such as road safety, crime prevention, and new problem solving approaches to

neighbourhood crime.

During July 2017, I went out on patrol with the local Neighbourhood Policing Team in Wakefield, and visited

the police’s Customer Contact Centre – the call-takers for 999 and 101 calls. I started the day by meeting with

the Wakefield Rural Neighbourhood Policing Team, and spoke with Insp. Helen Brear about policing issues

affecting the local area before joining the team on patrol.  With PCSO Colin Starford, I visited crime scenes

and spoke with some of the victims affected.

At the Customer Contact Centre, I met with department head, Tom Donohoe, to discuss the response to 101

non-emergency and 999 emergency calls, as well as see the pioneering online service, Live Chat. On

average, the call centre handles over 4,000 contacts a day with an average queue time for emergency calls of

4 seconds. It was great to spend some time with these frontline teams, and to make other visits to

departments across the force who are responsible for fighting crime and helping our communities. They are

fantastically dedicated people, focused on keeping us all safe. It is really important for me to get the

opportunity to meet and thank them in person and hear about the daily challenges they face.

Visiting the Customer Contact Centre
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Your Views survey

Throughout the year, my office contacts thousands of West Yorkshire households through my Your Views

survey. The survey collects information on residents’ sense of safety in their area, their interaction with the

Police, and how they view the work of local community safety partners. The findings help me and our partners

in district Community Safety Partnerships understand the priorities of the communities which we serve, and

ensures that we are kept up to date with the issues which matter most to residents of West Yorkshire.  Up to

date Your Views reports are available at my website at

www.westyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk/get-involved/your-voice/your-views-survey.aspx

Safer Communities Fund

The Safer Communities Fund continues to contribute to the priorities of the Police and Crime Plan by

supporting vital work carried out in our neighbourhoods by community, voluntary, and other organisations.

During 2017/18, the Safer Communities Fund (SCF) has run four grant rounds and awarded £686,839 to 164

different groups across West Yorkshire. 

Bids to the fund are evaluated by the independent SCF Board, which is comprised of representatives from the

five district Community Safety Partnerships and volunteer community representatives from across the county.

Financed through money recovered from criminals by police and prosecutors under the Proceeds of Crime Act,

the SCF has now invested more than £2.2m back into West Yorkshire communities since 2014, with 510

projects benefiting from grants up to £5,000.  

Grant Round 11 was themed around four Police and Crime Plan priorities; Road Safety, Community Cohesion,

Missing People, and tackling Radicalisation. These themes reflecting priorities which were new to the Plan, or

have been identified as especially important to the people of West Yorkshire. I have visited many projects from

Grant Rounds 10 and 11 throughout 2017/18 to learn first-hand about the great work they are doing to support

our communities.  More information on the SCF and its current projects can be found at the OPCC website.

Safer Communities Fund helping the vulnerable in Bradford and Halifax 

Through the Safer Communities Fund, I awarded a grant of £5,000 to Bradford Cyrenians for their

Re-Start Project. Re-Start helps to house homeless people in one of ten fully furnished flats in Bradford.

Once a service user has accommodation, a housing officer works with the individual to address the issues

that led them to sleep rough. The Re-Start representative then works in partnership with other agencies

such as the police, probation service, drug/alcohol services, and mental health services to offer a package

of support to reduce the risk of a return to homelessness.

Alpha House Calderdale received £5,000 from Grant Round 11 of the Safer Communities Fund for their

project ‘Rapid Response’, which looks to rehabilitate ex-offenders with drug and alcohol issues.  Alpha

House is a specialist supported housing scheme with a comprehensive drugs and alcohol treatment

recovery programme for those with a history of offending due to mental health issues compounded by

substance misuse. The organisation has several shared accommodation properties as well as single

occupancy flats open to ex-offenders on release from prison. They also provide a range of support

including addiction counselling, care plan sessions, and life-skills training.  All help to tackle underlying

issues contributing to offending. Safer Communities Fund monies went towards funding ‘out of hours’ cover

to help induct new residents who have been released from prisons outside normal working hours. In

addition, WYP Property Act funding also helped to refurbish the centre’s basement to provide a day-centre

facility. 
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Youth Advisory Group

I established the OPCC Youth Advisory Group in 2014 to bring in young people’s perspective on some of our

priority areas. We had over 50 young people registered as members during 2017-18, with an average of 15

attending our meetings at any one time.  Others engage with us via email consultations or interact on our

Facebook group. 

Having the group allows me to have direct contact with the insight of a diverse range of young people who are

able to express their views and represent the young people in West Yorkshire. Their feedback and comments

can steer future decisions, policy and engagement. The group is consulted on campaigns aimed at young

people and their thoughts fed back to inform our planning.  

In 2017-18, the key issues raised by the group included hate crime, personal safety in public spaces, and

mental health. YAG also inputted to West Yorkshire Police’s missing people campaign, volunteered to support

Emergency Services Day in July, and had a Q&A session with Chief Constable Dee Collins in August. 

Reviewing West Yorkshire Police’s Performance

As Police and Crime Commissioner I have a responsibility to hold the Chief Constable to account for West

Yorkshire Police’s role in delivering on the Police and Crime Plan. Their performance and progress is assessed

through our Delivery Quarterly process, which uses a ‘delivery framework’ of indicators (listed in the following

chapter) to monitor the performance of the police and our partners in working to achieve the outcomes of the

Police and Crime Plan.

I hold a quarterly meeting with the Chief Constable to discuss specific aspects of West Yorkshire Police

performance; to help reassure the public and myself that our police service is doing all it can to prevent and

reduce crime and provide the best service to victims.  In addition, my Community Outcome Meetings also

requires the Chief Constable to answer questions about policing and community safety priorities which are of

significant public interest.  The review of these topics offers greater transparency to communities on how West

Yorkshire Police tackle these issues, and provides me with the opportunity to raise concerns on behalf of the

public. 

With the publishing of the refreshed Police and Crime Plan 2016-2021 in summer 2018, we have revisited the

delivery framework and made small adjustments to the list of indicators. These changes have been made in

conjunction with the Police and Crime Panel and our West Yorkshire partners in policing and community

safety. The Annual Report for 2018/19 will include this revised delivery framework.

22

Some of the members of my Youth

Advisory Group on a visit to West

Yorkshire Police's Headquarters
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Performance Data and Financial Statement

Tackle Crime and Anti-Social Behaviour

To help understand our partnerships’ collective progress in reducing crime and anti-social behaviour, we

closely monitor recorded crime levels along with other measures such as public confidence, victim satisfaction,

and feelings of safety. We publish our findings in our key performance report, Delivery Quarterly, and also

meet with the Chief Constable to discuss the performance of West Yorkshire Police during each quarter, and

through our Community Outcomes Meetings.  The reports of both meetings are available on my website.

Objective Measures
12 months to 

March 2017

12 months to 

March 2018
Trend

Significantly reduce 

the volume of 

crimes committed in 

West Yorkshire

Total recorded crime

Risk of household crime

Risk of personal crime

239,086 (+22%) 

10.2% (Dec 16)

4.1% (Dec 16)

265,498 (+11%)

11.7% (Dec 17)

3.7% (Dec 17)

Deteriorating

Stable 

Stable

Significantly reduce 

the re-offending 

rate in West 

Yorkshire 

Reoffending rates of 

the managed cohort

Cohort 1 – 3.1

Cohort 2 – 2.8

Cohort 1 – 2.5

Cohort 2 – 1.9
Improving

HMICFRS PEEL 

inspections will 

grade West Yorkshire  

Police as GOOD or 

OUTSTANDING at 

effectively reducing 

crime

HMICFRS PEEL 

Effectiveness 

inspection

GOOD

2016

GOOD

2017
Stable

More people will 

feel safe in West 

Yorkshire

Your Views
81%

(Oct-Dec 17)

81%

(Jan-Mar 18)
Stable

Frontline policing 

will be protected 

and resourced to 

deter, detect and 

deal with criminals

Proportion of police 

officers in operational 

functions will remain 

the same or improve

93.1% 93.2% Stable

More people will think 

the police are doing a 

good or excellent job 

in their local area

Your Views survey
42.9%

(Oct-Dec 17)

42.5%

(Jan-Mar 18)
Stable

More people will be 

confident that the 

police and partners 

will prevent crime and 

anti-social behaviour

Your Views survey
35.1%

(Oct-Dec 17)

33.0%

(Jan-Mar 18)
Stable
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Recorded crime to March 2018 had increased by 11% when compared to the 12 months to March 2017. In

March 2017 we reported a 22% increase and this trend of a reduction in the rate of growth in recorded crime

has continued on throughout 2018. The recorded crime increase has been largely a result of improvements in

recording practices (the Crime Data Integrity programme) which started in West Yorkshire in 2015 and

continues today.  Whilst West Yorkshire is now close to recording single-digit increases in recorded crime,

other forces who were slower to embark on their CDI programmes are now recording annual increases over

20%.

West Yorkshire Police analysts have produced adjusted figures which account for the inflation in recorded

crime attributable to CDI. The adjusted figures suggest that the actual increase in offending during 2017/18

was in the region of 5%. Data from the Crime Survey of England and Wales gives a different measure of

offending in our region; it is encouraging to see that the risk of personal and household crime under this survey

has remained largely stable over the year.

Other indicators under the crime and anti-social behaviour outcome show positive results, with reoffending

amongst those under the police service’s integrated offender management programme falling, a small increase

in the proportion of police officers who are working in operational roles, and stable performance seen in our

indicators covering community feelings of safety and confidence in the police.

Safeguard Vulnerable People 

HMICFRS’s PEEL inspections of West Yorkshire Police’s effectiveness made special reference to the staff of

the police service who work in safeguarding teams – commending their dedication to their work.  The service’s

‘Good’ grading reflects the hard work which has been invested in improving safeguarding practices by the

police in partnership with agencies working across West Yorkshire, including the OPCC through my

Safeguarding Advisor.

Our indicator measuring the rate at which vulnerable people have repeat missing episodes has remained

stable through the year, standing at 25% in March 2018.  Almost two-thirds of missing people are children and

many are considered high risk.  West Yorkshire Police is committed to working with social care agencies to

help prevent people going missing, particularly concentrating on those who go missing repeatedly.  

Safeguarding vulnerable people against harm requires input from a range of key partners, and my office

continues to drive forward partnership working with the police and safeguarding boards. In February 2018 the

OPCC Safeguarding Advisor held a meeting with managers of all the West Yorkshire Safeguarding Adults

Boards to discuss current OPCC work streams, data and analysis, and how we can better work together to

safeguard vulnerable adults. They have also been liaising with each district’s data performance teams within

the Local Safeguarding Children Boards with a view to facilitating better sharing and understanding of police

data. 
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Objective Measures
12 months to 

March 2017

12 months to 

March 2018
Trend

HMICFRS PEEL 

inspections will grade 

West Yorkshire Police 

as GOOD or 

OUTSTANDING at 

protecting the 

vulnerable 

HMICFRS PEEL

vulnerability inspection
Good Good Stable

The most vulnerable 

people will be 

identified and 

supported  

The volume of people who 

go missing repeatedly will 

reduce 

9,413 missing

26.1% repeat 

rate (Mar 17)

10,103 missing 

25.4% repeat 

rate (Mar 18)

Stable

Make Sure Criminal Justice Works for Communities

The ineffective trial rate at Magistrates Courts had fallen during 2016/17, surpassing the ambition of an

effective trial rate of 85% at Magistrates Courts. However, in the last year the rate has risen slightly. The

current ineffective trial rate at stands at 17.1%, falling short of the national target. 

Similarly the time taken for cases to be brought to resolution at Magistrates Courts has also been reducing,

falling to 34.7 days in 2016/17.  Unfortunately, this figure has also risen in the last quarter and now stands at

45.8 days. 

The courts are experiencing a period of unprecedented change, with reductions in staff numbers and the

implementation of new digital administration systems.  We can expect some fluctuation in performance as a

result of these changes, but ultimately, new technologies should bring new efficiencies to the way our criminal

justice system operates.  As Chair of the Local Criminal Justice Board, I am working to see that these

performance issues are an area of focus for the LCJB, and I have asked the Deputy Director of HMCTS for the

North East to work with our LCJB partners to help explore possible solutions.
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Objective Measures
12 months to 

March 2017

12 months to 

March 2018
Trend

Increase the 

confidence of 

communities in their 

community safety 

partners

Your Views survey
59.3%

(Oct-Dec 17)

57.7%

(Jan-Mar 18)
Stable

Ensure all relevant 

partners are working 

together to achieve 

effective results 

Ineffective trial rate 

(Magistrates Court)
13.8% 17.1% Deteriorating

Ensure all relevant 

partners are working 

together to achieve 

efficient results

Average time taken for 

cases to be brought to 

resolution

34.7 days 45.8 days Deteriorating

Have a police 

service which is 

more representative 

of the people it 

serves

The demographic 

breakdown of those 

recruited into West 

Yorkshire Police

5.5% BME 5.6% BME Stable

Support Victims and Witnesses

Putting victims first is one of the pledges I made in my Police and Crime Plan, and so my office closely

monitors victim satisfaction rates amongst those who have been supported by West Yorkshire Police and the

specialist services I commission from Victim Support. Whilst data for 2017/18 has improved for the latter,

victim satisfaction rates from those who have been supported by the police have continued to fall.  

I have asked the Chief Constable to report back on this issue throughout 2017/18 through my Delivery

Quarterly and Community Outcome meetings. The latest results have shown a marginal increase in

satisfaction rates on the previous quarter, although this is the first increase recorded during the past two years. 
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In February, West Yorkshire Police conducted a series of focus groups with victims of crime to help improve

their understanding of their views on the service they provide. The Chief Constable has reported back to me

on the key findings of these sessions, which have shown that whilst initial contact with the police was regarded

as positive, victims became frustrated with slow response times and not being kept informed about progress

on their case. However, in many cases, dissatisfaction with the outcome was associated with the police, when

the issue was actually related to the performance of another criminal justice agency. 

I have agreed with the Chief Constable that a senior member of West Yorkshire Police will be nominated to

help monitor the delivery of core victim services. I am confident that this will help us to provide a more

joined-up strategic oversight of the issue by opening-up more opportunities for discussions on information

sharing, peer review, and collaboration in service planning. 

Objective Measures
12 months to 

March 2017

12 months to 

March 2018
Trend

More victims will be 

satisfied with the level 

of service they receive

from the police 

Victim satisfaction survey 78.6% 75.9% Deteriorating

More victims who 

choose to access 

victims services will be

satisfied with the 

service they receive  

Victim services data: 

Average perception of 

safety before and after 

victim services 

involvement  

+1.5 (Dec 17)

(scores out 

of 10)

+2.0 (Mar 18)

(scores out 

of 10)

Improving
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T
he Police and Crime Plan 2016-21 is all about keeping West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe.  It guides

the police and other partners as we work together to tackle crime and anti-social behaviour, safeguard

vulnerable people, make sure criminal justice works for communities, and support victims and witnesses. 

Refreshed in 2018, the Plan sets the strategic direction for policing and community safety over the next five

years, and is the result of an extensive consultation with people across West Yorkshire, our partners and the

police, which ran between May and September 2016.  Each outcome that we are working towards in the Plan

includes a range of more detailed objectives and specific delivery measures. The plan also includes 16

priorities which have been identified through the consultation. 

Importantly, the Police and Crime Plan provides the basis for how the PCC will hold the Chief Constable of

West Yorkshire Police to account. The Chief Constable will report back on progress made against the

outcomes and priorities in various ways, including Delivery Quarterly meetings (where progress around the

outcomes is assessed), and public facing Community Outcomes Meetings (where progress against the

priorities is measured). Where partners have been supported or resourced by the OPCC, they are also

expected to provide progress updates against these outcomes and priorities through similar mechanisms. All

of this information is made publicly available through the OPCC website. 

The heart of the plan is a commitment to work together to make a better West Yorkshire for everyone. 

To read the full version of the Police and Crime Plan, please visit the OPCC website at

www.westyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk, or request a hardcopy by contacting our office.

A full record of the budget and accounts for the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for West

Yorkshire is available at our website at:

https://www.westyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk/our-business/finance.aspx

OPCC Financial Statement

The Police and Crime Plan 2016 - 21

What we are going to deliver

Our vision Our outcomes

Keeping West Yorkshire safe and feeling safe Tackle crime and anti-social behaviour

Safeguard vulnerable people

Make sure criminal justice works for communities

Support victims and witnesses

Our priorities

Burglary Human trafficking and modern slavery 

Child sexual abuse Major threats and serious violence

Community cohesion Mental health

Cyber crime Missing people

Domestic abuse Radicalisation 

Drug and alcohol misuse Road safety

Hate crime Sexual abuse

“Honour” based abuse Strategic Policing Requirement
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